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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
Mr. David W. Hornbeck
State Superintendent of Schools
Maryland State Department of Education
200 West Baltimore Street
Baltimore, MD 21201

Dear Mr. Hornbeck:

It is with pleasure and considerable pride that we transmit to you the Report of the Mary-
land Commission on School-Based Administration. The recommendations contained in this
report represent, in the Commission's view, a continuing opportunity for Maryland to main-
tain its leadership position in the development of major school improvement initiatives de-
signed to enhance the quality of elementary secondary/education for the children and youth
in the state.

The recommendations of the Commission provide a blueprint for_the development of a
needed set of comprehensive, integ:ated, and cohesive policies for enhancing the effective-
ness of school-based administration in the State of Maryland. Their implementation will re-
mire concerted cooperative effort by local school systems, the Maryland State Department
,A Education, and the colleges and universities within the state given the responsibility of
providing preparation programs for prospective principals.

We have recommended much more emphasis be given to the educational leadership di-
mension of the principalship in contrast to the traditional educational management role of the
principal. Consequently, preparation programs and certification requirements need to be
dramatically altered with a particular emphasis given to the acquisition of a set of clinical
skills vital to successful school leadership and successful demonstration of those skills prior
to licensure to practice as a principal. School systems need to develop selection models that
identify highly able candidates, nurture their _development, and assure that only the most
capable are si21ected. Particular emphasis needs to be given to the identification,i develop.:
ment, and employment of women and minorities in the selection practices used by school
systems. After an individual is selected to perform this key leadership role; we need to give
much greater prominence to their continuing development and evaluation than has been
generally the case in past practice. The centerpiece of the Commission's recommendations
on evaluation, ptofessional development, and recertification practices is the institutinn of an
Individualized Professional Development Plan jointly developed by the practicing principal
and the local school system.

The Reportgiven what we know about the pivotal role the principal plays in school
effectiveness, and, given a set of demographics that indicates a need to anticipate consider-
able turnover in the ranks of the principalship in the next four to eight yearsrepresents an
unmatched "window of opportunity" that demands fundamental, long-term changes in the
way principals are prepared, certified, selected, developed once on the job, and evaluated;

We stand ready to assist the Department, local school systems, and the state's colleges
and universities in the implementation of these recommendations.

Sincerely,

Joseph L. Shilling, Chairman_
Maryland Commission on Slool-Based Administration
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction
in January 1985, State Superintendent of Schools David W. Hornbeck appointed

a twenty-mernber Commission on School-Based Administration to examine six fac-
tors that bear on the effectiveness of the principalship:

the role and function of the principal
preparation programs
certification requirements
selection practiceS
professional development practices
evaluation practices

This expanded focus on the principalship iS consistent with the growing body
of research on school effectiVeness that has established the pivotal role played by the
principal in the quality of education. The_appointment of the Commission arid the
broad-based charter it was provided by the State Superintendent is the latest in a
series of major schocil unprovement initiatives launched in the state during the past
decade designed to enhance the quality of elementary secondary education.

_ Besinning a* the Beginning:
The Role and Function of the Principalship

The first_task assumed by the Commission was to develop a consensus descrip-
tion of the role and furictiOn of the principalship that would serve as the foundation
upon Which all of its subsequent deliberations on preparation programs, certifica -

tion requirements, selection pratticeS professional development practices, and
evaluation practice§ Would be based. As might be expected, this proved to be no
insignificant task: While_there is a growing body cif literature supporting the thesis
that one of the most significant factors that determines the quality of the place called
schodl iS the school principal; substantial debate (and prevailing practices!) sur-
rounds the issue of what role and function shoUld be performed by that individual
who occupies the position of school building principal.

Recommendations
After considerable discussion, the Commission has adopted a role and function

statement for the principalship it feelS iS Supportable by the research literature on
effective schoolS and the research literature on effective principals. The position
taken by the Cornmission is that the principal must provide both the educational
leadership and the managerial direction for the school.

Educational leadership is defined as the initiation, implementation, and institu-
tionalization of school-wide change that reSultS in the improvement in student edu-
cational achievement and opportunity. The prindpal has the primary obligation to
"make a difference" in the school by providing leadership to faculty, parents, and
students as change and improvement are considered. Educational managernent, on
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the other hand, is defined as the maintenance of the stability and security of an
organization as it is directed and controlled on its given course. These dimensions of
leadership (change) and management (stability) result in the principalship being
dynamic and requiring a continuous interplay between change and stability.

The Commission believes that the principal exercises educational leadership
and management abilities in a number of functional areas; the six most important
being instructional maintenance and improvement (the most central of all!); profes-
sional development and services; pupil development and servicesschool and com-
munity relations; administration of facilities and finances; and organizational rela-
tionships and responsibilities. Moreover, in the implementation of the principal's
role, the major differences in the role and function of the elementary, middle/junior
high; and high school principals (especially those having to do with_the diversity of
the curriculum, the specialization of staff, the nature of the student body the scope
of the program; and diversity of publics dealt with) should be appropriately re-
flected in the way that the job is designed and implemented.

And fOrther, the Commission believes that in exercising the considerable re-
sponsibility of the position, the principal should work in a collegial manner with the
school's professional teamespecially the teachers. In a collegial climate the staff
works together to build the philosophy, objectives; policies; and _programs of the
school. The collegial model empowers the staff to make local building decisions to-
gether. The principal leads, coordinates, supports instruction; and assists staff to
reach consensus on important issues. The principal's authority, responsibility, and
accountability are exercised in such a way that the judgment and commitment of all
staff members are nurtured and valued in decision-making.

Strong, consideration should be given to the role and function statement es-
poused in th-is report as local school systems define the role and responsibility of the
principal and as colleges and universities design principal precertification prepara-
tion programs. The Commission recommends that:

the role and function of the principal should be to provide both the educa-
tional leadership and the managerial direction for the school. Specifically, the
principal should exercise educational leadership and managerial ability in the
following six functional areas: instructional maintenance and improvement,
professional development and services, pupil development and services,
school and community relations, administration of facilities and finance, and
organizational relationships and responsibilities.

Preparation Programs
Colleges and universities have historically played the dominant role in prepara-

tion programs leading toward certification of principals. In recent years concern
about the quality and effectiveness of pre-certification programs has been increas-
ingly voiced by practicing administrators, college and university faculty, and the pol-
icy communities; The present debate addresses virtually all aspects of these pro-
grams. The Commission concentrated its attention on five fundamental issues: the
content of an effective preparation program; the criterion to be used for both pro-
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gram admission and exit decisiOns; the appropriate program differentiation, if any,
among the elementary, middle/junior, and high school principalship; meaningful
ways to effect needed collaboration between ccilleges and universities and the prime
recipients of graduates of their programs, the local school districts; and the accessi-
bility of program sites to local districts.

Retommendations
The Commission's proposals for strengthening pre-certification preparation

programs are contained in a number of recommendations that address the major
dimensions of the issues cited above. Regarding student recruitment and admis-
sion, the Commission recommends that more systematic and sustained collabora-
five efforts be launched to encourage promising candidateS to purstte careers in
school administration, and that special attention be given to the development of re-
cruitment strategies aimed at minority group members and women. College and
university admission standards should assure that only candidates possessing the
hishest intellectual abilities and aptitude for the principalship are admitted. The use
of pre-admission diagnostic skill exercises and their reSultS will not only help
achieve these objectives but can also aid in prograin planning for those who are
granted admission. Another admission recommendation that will do much to en-
hance the quality of preparation programs callS for requiring that a candidate for
admission already possess, or be eligible to hold, an advanced professional certifi-
cate (APC), or its equivalent for out-of-state candidates, directly related to his/her
area of teaching specialization. This recommendation is airned at promoting a more
contentrated program of studies in a reasonable period of time. The final recom-
mendation related to student recruitment and admiSSion urges that colleges and
universities, aided by local systems and the state education agency, promote valu-
able full-time study opportunities for promising candidateS. The near exclusive use
of part-time study, protracted over several years, is viewed to be a major constraint in
the profession.

The accessibility of approved_ programs is alSo vieWed As a major handicap for
students residing in the Eastern Shore counties. The Commission recommends that
the Maryland State Board for Higher Education accelerate itS current efforts to pro-
mote the establishment of a program that would serve that large geographic region
of the state.

The content of preparation_programs_is the fOcuS of a number of the most critical
of the Commission recommendations. Taken together, the recommendations call for
SWeeping changes in the training of principals prior to initial certification. The Com-
mission recommends that:

the program be thirtr-six (36) graduate semester hours in length, three (3) of
which to be in the form of numerous on-site practica, and three (3) to be in the
form of a ten-week, full-time, non-paid, on=Site internShip with a carefully
selected principal and jointly planned and supervised by the college or uni-
verSity and local school system;
prominence in the program should be given to theacquisition of conceptual
knowledge and clinical skills in a large number of areas judged to be neces-
sary to perform effectively the educational leadership and management di-
mensions of the six major ftinctions of the principalship;

I
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in addition to the general academic core, the program of studies should in-
clude specialiied academic and CliniCal dimensions that reflect th,, demonstra-
ble differences in the context in which elementary, middle/junior, vr. d high
school principals must function;
the prograiii should include the acquisition of cognitive knowledge of the ma-.
jor methodologies appropriate for the Study of education, developan ability to
read and asSess the research literature, and provide the student with skills to
design and complete a research project; and
the_candidate must demonStrate competencies in the clinical skill areas as one
of the requirements for completion of the program.

Methods of instritction used by faculty of colleges and universities in the de-
velopment of both the conceptual and clinical Ski RS recommended should move
away from the almost exclusive use of the didactic approach in a classroom setting if
meartingful experiences are to be provided. The state's colleges and universitift are
also urged to establish a mechaniSm for the joint development and sharing of in-
structional materials and joint use of promising technology for enriching the in-
structional features of iheir programs.

All of the local school systems in the state as well as the state's colleges and
universities have a vital stake in improving the quality of the content of principal
preparation programs. This shared miSSion is recognized by the Commission in still
another recommendatiOil Urging meaningful collaboration between the two groups
in the planning and development of programs, eSpecially the proposed expansion
and enrichment of clinical eXperiences.

The recOmmendations of the Commission for improvements in the quality of
precertification preparation for principalS Will require an infusion of new monies to
support institutions offering such programs; This fact is recognized by the Commis-
sion in its recommendation that the Maryland State Board for Higher Education seek
changes in existing state funding formulas for public colleges and universities for
program support and adopt an allocation system that more adequately supports
higher costs associated with graduate profeSSional education, particularly those
having a strong clinical corriporierit as is tru e of the one recommended here.

The final two Commission irecommendations for strengthening preparation
programs offered by colleges and Universities focuses on ways to improve the eval-
uation of the programs; On the one hand, the Commission recommends that MSDE
reassess its current program approVal standardS toward the end of making the stan-
dards consistent with all recommendations of the Commission forstrengthening the
quality of preparation programs. In addition to this prOpoSed vastly improvedexter-
nal review process, the. CommisSion alSo uiges colleges and universities to enhance
their internal reView practices by engging in periodic compreher:Are self-evalua-
tions. In this effort, special prominence should be given to securing program ef-
fectiveness data from both currently enrolled students and recent graduates, and
from local school system personnel knowledgeable about the performance of recent
graduates.

Certification Requirements
The certification of principals is the major proceSS by which the public and the

profession are assured that individuals entering the principalship have the prepara-
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tion necessary for successful performance. As is true of all other dimensions of:the
work of the Commission, substantial debate in thiS State and elsewhere currently
surrounds certification requirements. The fundamental issues considered by the
Commission focused on three themes: the adequacy of eXiSting criteria used for cer-
tification; the number of ways that an individual can satisfy certification require-
ments; and the types of certificates that should be issued and the duration period of
the certificate(s).

Recommendations
The Commission developed seven re -mmendations concerning these basic is-

sues. The criteria to be used for initial certification and the number of ways an indi-
vidual can satisfy these requirements are the focus Of four cif the recommendations.
Changes in the criteria proposed by the Commission are that:

applicants should have five years -of successful teaching experience at the ap-
propriate level;
for graduates of a Ma Tyland-accredited college di university, only those who
complete an approved program for school-based_ administration should be eli-
gible, and must, in addition, successfully coMplete ari MSDE assessment ex-
ercise designed to assure that a candidate demonstrates clinical skills in ten
central skill areas judged to be prerequisites for succesSful school-based ad-
ministrators; and
graduates of an approved program for school-based administration offered by
an accredited college or university outside the state must submit a compre-
hensive case file of their graduate mirk for review and approval by an MSDE
review panel; individuals with /ess thanthree years experience as a principal
must also successfully complete an MSDE assessment exercise;

These changes in the criteria and wayS that an individual can achieve initial
certification are intended tO prornote the development of preparation programs that
are sequential, cumulative, and focused, as they must be if the goal ofa meaningful
training program is to be reali2ed. The proposed elimination of the current credit
count option for certification stands as concrete evidence that the profession and the
state are committed to the notion that there is indeed a body of knowledge and a set
of carefully prescribed experiences that are essential for the effective training of
those who wish to be licensed as principals in thisstate. The recommended demon-
stration of proficiency in selected Skill areas stands as an important check on the
quality of programs offered by colleges and universities and represents a form of
program accountability heretofore absent.

The Commission recommends the continuation of the current practice of dif-
ferentiation between an elementary, middle/junior, or high School principal's certifi-
cate. And, the Commission believeS that it iS in the public interest to discontinue
current practice which virtually amounts to life-long certification. The need to con-
tinuously keep abreast of the latest research and State-of-the-art practice in school-
based administration is obvious. The recertification process proposed by the
Commission will give added weight to the importance of syStematically planning for
needed career-long training for the principalShip and, in addition, will provide
meaningful direction for principal evaluation practices used by a local school
system.
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Selection Practices
The selection of school principals has historically been the sole responsibility of

local school systems and is clearly among the most critical decisions that a school
district must make. In the view of the Commission, four fundamental questions em-
brace the basic issues that ought to be addressed in considering prindpal selection
practices: what processes should be used? what criteria should be used? what ele7
ments of fairness, access, and equity should be a part of the selection process? and
should there be a level of state involvement in the selection practices used by local
systems?

Recommendations
The Commission believes that the selection of principals should remain the re-

sponsibility of local school systems. However, improvements in existing practices
must be made. The centerpiece of the Commission's recommendations for achieving
this goal is the recommended use of a ttiree-step model that includes comprehensive
pre-screening, screening, and selection activities.

The proposed model is designed to improve a system's ability to identify the
best possible person for a position, promote the development of job descriptions
that are related to actual job requirements for the position, promote the use of spe-
cific selection criteria, and facilitate fairness and equal access in the selection process
fOr all qualified individuals.

Local systems are also urged to engage in continual evaluaiion of their selection
practices, particularly with regard to the impact of their activities on the selection of
minority group members and women.

The conduct of periodic supply and demand studies in the state should aIso
benefit local school systems in their selection activities. This effort should be a join:-
enterprise of local school districts, colleges and universities (who can also use the
results in program planning), and MSDE.

In addition, the Commission recognizes the importance of adequate salaries for
the recruitment of high quality individuals to the principalship: It is recommended
that beginning and career salaries of principals be professionally competitive and
market sensitive: The use of a twelve-month contract, argued for elsewhere in the
report as an important facilitator for the establishment of meaningful principal pro-
fessional development, would also contribute to the goal of making the principal-
ship an attractive career.

Professional Development Practices
Professional development once principals are on the job is essential for both the

principal and the school system. In examining professional development needs of
principals, the Commission focused on four major issues: the planning and delivery
of professional development programs; organizational commitment for professional
development; fUnding for professional development; and collaborative relationships
among the major professional development providers in the statelocal school sys-
tems, colleges and universities, and the MSDE.

4
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Recommendations
The Commission offers five comprehensive recommendations for strengthen-

ing professional development practices in the state. One of the major thrusts of the
recommendations in this cluSter iS the call for the adoption by local school systems,
the MSDE, and colleges and universities of a policy commitment, and a parallel fiscal
commitment, for the development of a comprehensive program of staff develop=
ment. Especially critical here is the commitment of:

local systems to provide time and resources for professional development, in-
cluding the use of twelve-month contracts for principals;
local systems and the MSDE to develop more effective funding strategies to
adequately finance professional development activities, particularly the allo-
cation of an additional percentage of the current expense formula for this pur-
pose and an increase in the funding of state-supported professional develop-
ment activities; and
public colleges and universities to reevaluate their credit count driven budget
process to include public service activities of faculty of the institutions.

Other recommendations are that each local school system should have the re=
sponsibility and the autonomy for designing and administering its own professional
development program that addresses diStrict needs and that the professional devel-
opment activities of the MSDE should address state-wide concerns and be planned
in collaboration with local systems.

Another centerpiece of the CommissiOnts recommendation is the call for linking
the administrative evaluation process used by local school systems to the develop=
ment of an individualized professional deVelopthent plan (IPDP) for principals. A
linkage of this type and the further recommended use of the successful completion
of IPDPs as a prerequisite for the recertification of a principal would provide addi-
tional meaningful direction arid focus to professional development activities.

The final recommendation offered by the Commission is that the reward system
used by colleges and universities muSt be such that it provide incentives for the full
participation of faculty in professional development activities sponsored by local
systems, the MSDE, or by the institutions themselves.

Evaluation Practices
The continuing search for procedures that provide for the meaningful perfor-

mance appraisal of principals is a priority of the highest order. Failure to establish a
systematic plan that will provide answers to how well those who have the responsi-
bility of providing leadership at the school building level are doing in discharging
their responsibilities will seriouSly undermine all other efforts to strengthen the
principalship addressed elsewhere in this report.

As is to be expected, the issue of the evalthation of principals forces considera-
thin of a large number of questions, many of which have embedded in them differ-
ing value judgments as well as varying viewpoints on how best to approach this task
once agreement is reached on the fundamental purpose of performance appraisal.
In the view of the Commission; five over-arching questions embrace the basic issues
that ought to be addressed in considering evaluation practices: What should be the



purpose or purposes of the evaluation? What should be the focus of the evaluation?
What should be the conditions of the evaluation? Who should evaluate the principal?
What should be the role of the state in this activity?

Recommendations
The Commission developed a number of recommendations concerning these

basic issues. With regard to the organizational responsibility issue, the Commission
believes that the long-standing tradition in this state of local control over all aspects
of the evaluation of principals is the most effective system and should be retained.
Concerning the purposes of evaluation; the Commission holds the view that evalua-
tion practices should athieve three overriding objectives: they should improve the
performance of the individual, while simultaneously bringing about improvements
in the school building; and subsequently the school system:

A number of the recommendations deal with procedures to be used that are
consistent with the three-fold purposes of theevaluation argued for by the Commis-
sion. In the first instance; it is recommended that six common components be in-

. .
corporated in all evaluations: (1) an initial systematic review of the role and function
of the individual; (2) the establishment of performance standards; (3) a comprehn-
sivereview of progress; (4) an assessment of achievement; (5) a review of results; and
(6) the development of an individualized professional development plan (IPDP) for
each evaluatee: However; it is also argued that in the implementation of these six
common components, distinctions in the role and function of elementary, middle/
junior high, and senior high school principals should be appropriately reflected.

Other procedural recommendations that are designed to promote the three-fold
purposes of evaluations are that:

formal evaluations for both newly appointed principals and those in the first
year of a reassignment should be conducted at the end of the first year, and at
two7year intervals thereafter;
the prime responsibility for the evaluation should be assigned to an individual
or individuals in regular contact with the evaluatee and that great care must be
exercised in establishing the number of principals assigned to one evaluator;
supporting data to be used in the evaluation should be established by the eval-
uator and evaluatee at the commencement of the process and that carefully
constructed individualized written self-evaluations should be included;
the processes and practices used by the principal in monitoring student and
faculty performance data and the way in which these data are used to achieve
school system goals should be included in the scope of the evaluation;
local systems should commit resources for the periodic and systematic train-
ing in personnel appraisal for all evaluators; and
all procedures of the evaluation process be subjected to periodic assessment
and that principals be deeply engaged in these activities.

The final series of recommendations center on the nature and uses of the instru-
ments used in the evaluation: Because of its necessary centrality to the entire evalua-
tion process, great care should be exercised to ensure that the evaluation instrument
used is highly compatible with the stated purposes of the evaluation: Moreover, it is
recommended that the six major functions of the principalship, particularly the cert=
tral responsibil'ty for instructional maintenance and improvement, be used as the
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building blocks for the construction of the inStriiinent. And; most importantly, it is
argued that performance criteria should be used to measure the objectives of the
eValUation. However; the performance criteria and indeed the entire instrument
should be designed to ensure that meaningful differentiation of levels of perfor-
mance is possible.

Implications of the Recothinendations
Implementation of the recommendatibris has implications for the major state

and local agencieS and organizations for whom the recommendations are directed;
The Commission has established what =it perceiveS td be the nature of the impli-
cations (program character, regulatory character, and financial character) of each of
its recOthmendations for either local school systems, collegeS and universities; the
Maryland State Department of Education, or for the Maryland State Board for
Higher Education.

The Vast majority of the recommendations have iMplications of a program char-
acter, thus requirm ig only modifications n existing practices. Some have implica7
tions of a regulatory nature and reference to _the modifications of this type that
Would be required are identified. A number of the fee-commendations have signifi-
cant implicationS of a financial character. However,,because impleMentation strat-
egies and schedules cannot be fully anticipated, eStimates of the fiscal costs of the
recommendations would be premature and, therefore, are not included.
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SECTION ONE
Introduction to the Report

For more than a decade, well before the current national interest in school re-
form, Maryland has been engaged in a series of major school improvement initia-
tives designed to enhance the quality of elementary/secondary education for the
children and youth in the states twenty-four local school districts, In 1976, the first of
these efforts occurred when Project Basic was launched establishing a set of learning
requirements for all students in the state in the areas of reading, mathematics, writ-
ing, and citizenship. As a graduation requirement, students must now demonstrate
competency by passing examinations in these four areas.

In a related mitiative, the State Department of Education began in 1979 to de-
velop curriczliar frameworks in social studies, science, language arts, mathematics,
fore*n language, physical education, and fine arts for use in the schools of the state.
In 1981, the State Board of Education appointment of a statewide Commission on
Quality Teaching centered attention on that critical issue.

In 1982, with the development of Project Basic nearing completion, the design of
curricular frameworks well under way, and quality teaching being addressed, the
State Board of Education initiated still another major probe: an examination of the
substance and structure of secondary education. This activity was assigned to a
twenty-member Commission on Secondary Education. Their final report is pres-
ently under consideration by the Maryland State Board of Education.

The latest activity in the broad-based approach Maryland has used over the past
decade to improve the effectiveness of its schools was the appointment by the State
Superintendent, in January 1985, of a twenty-member Commission on School-Based
Administration. This new focus on the principalship is consistent ith the growing
body of literature on school effectiveness that has established the pivotal role played
by the principal in the quality of education.

8
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Charge to the Commission
The State Superintendent presented his charge to the Commission at it5 Orien=

tation meeting held in January 1985. The full text of the charge is presented in
Figure 1.1.

FIGURE 1.1
CHARGE TO THE COMMISSION ON-SCHOOL-BASED ADMINISTRATION FROM

DAVID W. HORNBECK STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

The Maryland Commission on School-Based Administration is established as a collahOra=
tive effort among local school systems in Maryland, the Maryland State Department Of Educe-
tion,and Maryland collegesand universities which offer preparation programs for schtiol-based
leadership personnel. Its purppse is to improve the efVectiveness of school-based leadership in
this state. We enter upon this effort because of our belief, supported* research and numerous
professional studies, that the sthOol-based administrator, particularly the school principal, is
the most important factor in developing effective schools

The parties that comprise the Commission have discrete responsibilities for the prepare=
tibn, development, certification selection; and evaluation of school-based administratOrs, bUt
the integrated effortof all is essential to the maintenance and improvement of the quality of
schooling provided the children and youth of Maryland.

The Commission is charged to examine the following six aspects of school-based admin-
istration and, as it concludes tO be appropriate; make recommendations for change:

The role and function of school-based leadership personnel
Preparation programs offered by colleges and_ universities
Certification programs currently in use by the Maryland State Department of Education
Selection practices used by local school distficts
PrOfetSional development aclivitiesoffered by local school systems, the State Depart-
rrient of Educatim and colleges and universities
Evaluation practices used by local school districts

The Commit:sit:in it charged, additionaN with_ providing_advice and counsel for the estab;
!raiment, development,ancfmaintenance of both a statewide regionalassessment center pro:
gram forschool-based leadership personnel and a Research and Development LaboratOry for
SchookBased Administration at the University of Maryland which will support the assessment
center activity and investigate other substantive issues dealing with school-based leadership
which the Commission identifies. In fulfilling this charge, the Commission will serve as the Pol-
icy Advisory Board for both actiVities. I use the term Policy Advisory Board deliberately recog-
nizing that participating colleges and universities; local school systems, and the Maryland State
Department of Education are each governed by their own administration and_ boards and, at
appropriate moments; variousactions may require the consent of those individuals or groups.
The spirit _we seek is a unified and collaborative effort toward significant support for School-
based leaders by all the parties represented on this Commission.

It is our vision that the dynamic interplay between the six aspects of school-based admin-
istration outlined in the first ct .1 the Commission and the assessment center and research
laboratory concept can result lificant improvement in the way we prepare, certify, select,
develop, and evalUate princip; d other school-based leaders.
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1Professional Development
Practices

The charge includes six major aspects af school7based administration: (1) the
role and function of the principal; (2) preparation programs, (3) certification re7
quirements, (4) selection pracfic!s, (5) professional development practices, and
(6) evaluation practices. A schemi. tic diagram of the existing discrete and shared re-
sponsibilities among local school systems, colleges and universities, and the State
Department of Education for these aspects is shown in Figure 1.2.

FIGURE t2

EXISTING ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR EACH OF THE MAJOR
COMPONENTS IMPACTING ON EFFECTIVE SCHOOL-BASED ADMINiSTRATION

Major Component

Role and
Function

Preparation
Programs

Certification
Requirements

Selection
Practices

Evaluation
Practices

Colleges and
Universities

collaborative
involvement

State
Education
Agency

collaborative
involvement

shared
responsibility

collaborative
involvement

exclusive
responsibility

collaborative
involvement

Local
School

Districts

primary
responsibility

exclusive
responsibility

primary
responsibility

exclusive
responsibility

The Commission membership represents all the major parties who have a stake
in the range of tcpics identified in its charge. Included were representatives from
local school districts (superintendents of schools, building principals, a classroom
teacher, and members of boards of education), colleges and universities, and the
state education agency

From the very beginning, the Commission viewed its mandate as consisting of
three primary objectives that, because of their interrelationships, were approached
in tandem:

Objective 1: establishing a rationale for improving the effectiveness of the
principal;

Objective 2: strengthening the pool of potential candidates for the principal-
ship; and

Objective 3: enhancing the effectiveness of existing principals;



AlthOUgh focusing attention on the principalship, the Commission_ feels
strongly that much of its rationale for supporting the re-commendations that follow
has relevance for other school-based adininistrators, Epecifically assistant/vice prin-
tipak. The Commission views the assistant/vice principalship AS the prominent po-
sition for introducing candidates to the brOader realities of the school principalship.
Moreover, the assistant/vice principalship is a common position in the career path of
most potential candidates for the principalship.

How the ComthiSsion Met Itg Charge
An overview of the primary activities undertaken by the Commission is pro-

vided below. The brief descriptions are grouped into the thiee broad phases of the
work of the Commission: orientation phae, study phase; and action phase.

Orientation Phase
The orientation phase was concentrated between January and June of 1985. Dur-

ing this period the Commission met monthly to consider one or more of the six ma-
jor topics under investigation. The typical SeSSion included a guest presentation by a
national or state expert and the dissemination of background materials on the topic
being highlighted.

Study Phase
A two-day retreat in mid-summer 1985 forthally opened the study phase. At

that time, the Commission emphasized development_of a consensuS on the issues
that should be addressed for each of the six major topit. The Commission also de-
cided that it would:

establish five sub-committeeS (One_for each topic except role and function),
each to be composed of three members of the Commission and two members
to be recommended by the state prOfeSSIOrial asSaciations of elementary, mid-
dle/junior, and senior high -School principals and other professional associa-
tions; and
ask the Research and DevelOpMerit Laboratory on School-Based Administra-
tion at the University of Maryland to draft a concept paper on the role and
function iof principals to be completed in early fall. It was agreed that once
endorsed by the Commission, the concept paper should drive the woe, of the
fiVe sub-committees.

The Commission reviewed, modified, and ultimately endoited the concept pa7
per in early fall 1985. The five sub-comMitteers then began their work, completing it
in the fall of 1985 and early winter of 1986: Each sub-committee varied its procedures.
Mast engaged in extensive reviews of the literature and, Where appropriate; gath-
ered base line data through surveyS_ and interviews on the prevailing policies and
practices in the state and nation. Many also used consultantS Worn local districts,
colleges and universities, and the state eduCaticin agency.

Action Phase
The Commission developed the reCOMmendations in this report during a series

of Meetings held in the spring and fall of 1986. Only membeit of the Commission
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itself voted on the recommendations. Final action on the recommendations was
taken after a series of regional hearings held throughout the state in late September
and early October of 1986;

Organization of the Report
The body of this report contains:

the Commission's judgments concerning the most meaningful role and func-
tion of principals that has guided its work;
recommendations concerning two critical ways for strengthening the pool of
Candidates for the principalship: needed changes in preparation programs
and strengthening the state education agency's certification requirementS;
recommendations concerning ways to improve local school district selection
practices; and
recommendations concerning the two areas that can contribute to the contin-
ued effectiveness of principals and assistant principals once selected: enrich-
ing professional developmentactivities fonprincipals offered by localsystems
colleges and universities, and the state education agency and strengthening
local school district principal evaluation practices. The sequence used for the
development of recommendations is presented in Figure 1.3.

FIGURE 1.3

THE SEQUENCE USED FOR DEVELOPMENT
OF THE COMMISSION'S RECOMMEND/CI-IONS

Objective 1: Establishing a Rationale for
Improving the Effectiveness of
the Principal

Objective 2: Strengthening the Pool of
PotentiatCandidates for the
Principalship

Objective 3: Enhancing the Effectiveness
of Existing Frinciples

Section Two: Beginning atthe Beginning:
TheRole and Function of
Principals

Section Three: Preparation Programs
Section Four: Certification Requirements
Section Five: Selection Practices
Section Six: Professional Development

Practices
Section Seven: Evaluation Practices

As established previously, the section on the recommended role and function of
principals endorsed by the Commission served As the guiding rationale for aft rec-
ommendations that follow. Each of the remaining sections on preparation programs,
certification requirements, selection practices, professional development practices,
and evaluation practices follows a standard format:

a brief introduction that emphasizes the importance of the topic and estab-
lishes its relationship to one or more of the other topics;
a list of the major issues considered;
a brief description of existing practices; and
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the recommendations of the Commission and for each, a brief statement of
rationale and a brief StateMent of the major implications, eSpecially those of a
program, regulatory, or_fiscal character. The Com Mission has attempted to in-
dicate where fiscal implications for the recommendations exist. Because spe-
cific implementatiOn strategies and schedules cannot be hilly anticipated, es7
timates of the fiscal tosts_of the recommendations would be premature and
therefore are not included.
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SECTION TWO
Beginning at the Beginning:

The Role and Function of the Principalship

The school principal is one of the most significant influences on the quality and
character of the place called school. Although the learner and the teacher play large
roles; the school principal is the one individual directly involved in every aspect of
the school's life.

hi 1973, the following comments were made about the school principalship:

A fundamental weakness of the principalship is that it wobbles all over the edu-
cation landscape. . . It is more than a semantic difkrence when academicians
argue that the fundamental responsibility of the principal is "instructional lead-
ership" or "educational leadership" or that he is a "facilitator," "coordinator," or
some combination of these. This difference manifests itself in preparation pro-
grams, which, in turn, not only shve the perceptions of those who will assume
the role but; more importantly, equip them with the knowledge and skill to
function. (Wagstaff, Lonnie H. NASSP Bulletin, 1973, 376, 40=47)

Clarity in the e-pected role and function of the principal and debate and agree-
ment on the components of the role are necessary. This role and function of the
school principalship position statement endorsed by the Commission has been de-
veloped from a review of the research and literature on the principalship and the
active deliberations of Commission members after receiving suggestions from state
and national education groups and individual educators.

Two major national school principal organizations (the National Association of
Secondary School Principals [NASSP] and the National Association of Elementary
School Principals_ [NAESP1) have addressed the issues of the qualities and charac-
teristics individuals need to be effective school principals. The NASSP Assessment
Center Project, an activity used by numbers of school systems as a part of their prin-
cipal selection process, has identified twelve generic skill areas that relate to success-
ful performance as a school principal. The skills areas are:

Administrative
problem analysis
judgment
organizational ability
decisiveness

Interpersonal
leadership
sensitivity
oral communication
written communication

Intrapersonal
stress tolerance
range of interests
personal motivation
educational values



These twelve generic skill areas are assessed in a tWo-day exercise that irvolves
prospective prindpals in simulations and leaderless group activities. The prospec-
tive principals are carefully observed at the assessmentcenter by a trained group of
assessors. Research conducted for NASSP at Michigan State University confirms the
criterion-related and content validity of the process as measured by subsequent
on-the-job performance.

The NAESP has published documents dealing with standards for quality ele-
mentary schools and proficiencies for the school principal. In these documents,
NAESP establishes the following benchmarks for the school principal:

has yalues, beliefs, and personal characteristics that inspire others to accom-
plish the school's mission;
demonstrates skills that enable the school to reach its goals (instructional,
managerial, problem solving);
serves as a catalyst for school improvement;
has experience and education that provide a solid background in the funda-
mental aspects of curriculum; skills in the teaching and learning processes,
practical applications of child growth and development, and a sincere commit-
ment to children's welfare and progress;
demonstrates a wide range of leadership and communication skills;
possesses supervisory skills in curriculum, instruction, and evaluation;
has a wide range of administrative skills (fiscal; organizational).

From a review of the literature; Blumberg and Greenfield have developed the
following description of principals who lead:

Principals who lead seem to be highly goal oriented and to have a sense of goal
clarity. In brief, they possess a sense of vision which sustains and motivates
action, a vision which is shared by staff. In addition, they are capable of mak-
ing goals operational both through long-term strategies and day-to-day
actions.
Principals who lead appear to be characterized by a relatively high degree of
ontological security. In brief, they know who they are as people and have a
strong sense of what they are about. They are therefore secure in the presence
of new ideas, new challenges, and new opportunities. They see in others not
threats, but the source of promise for improvement They sense no need to
"protect" the feelings of others. They can separate the idea from its source
so that, if the idea fails, it is seen as a bad idea and not the failure of some

Principals who lead appear to have a tendency to test the limits of the inter-
personal and organizational systems they encounter In brief; they are risk
takers, but they are not suicidal. They are particularly prone to test "regu-
larities" that have persisted over time, but which have no integrity in terms of
current goals and goal structures.
Principals who lead app_ear to be sensitive to the dynamics of power in both
the larger system and their own school: They understand the necessity of
seeking out the sources of power in the informal network of relationships in
the school system. They are effective in establishing alliances outside their
schools:
Principals who lead seem to approach problems from a highly analytical per-

:
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spective. They are_ able to back away from a problem and study it and not
become immediately Concerned by the problem situation itself.
Principals Who lead appear to be in charge of the job and not the other way
around. They play the neceSSary Survival games, but they conserve their ma-
jor energies for more exciting eventS.
Principals who lead seem to possess a certain pattern or system of interper-
sonal needs. They scem to have a high need to control the situation and not to
be cOntrolled by it; they seem to have a high need to include others in projects
and to have others include them; and finally they seem to have a high need
to express warmth and affection toward others. (Blumberg and Greenfield,
pp. 246-249)

The Role of the Piindpil
The role and function of the principalship, as endorsed by the Commission, are

that the principal must provide both the educational leadership and the managerial
direction for the school (See Figure 2.1). Educational leadership is defined _as the
initiation, implernentation, and institutionalization of school-wide change that re-
sults in the improvement in student educatiOnal achievement and opportunity. The
principal has the primary Obligation to "make a difference" in the school by provid-
ing leadership to faculty; parents, and students as change and improvement are con-
sidered. Educational management, on the other hand, is defined as maintenance of
the Stability arid security of an organization as it is directed and controlled on its
given course. These dimensions of leadership (change) and management (stability)
result in the principalship being dynamic and requiring a continuous interplay
betWeeri change and stability. A reduction in management activity coupled with
an increase in leadership activity is absblutely necessary to achieve school
improvement.

FIGURE 2.1

THE TWO MAJOR DIMENSIONS OF THE ROLE OF THE PRINCIPAL

THE SCHOOL BUILDING

EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP 4=AND EDUCATIONAL MANAGER
ROLE ROLE

THE SCHOOL DISTRICT

It is eXpected that the school principal will ocercise the considerable responsi-
bility called for in this report by eStabliShing a collegial climate for working with the
school'S prOfeSSional teaniespecially the teachers. Inia collegial climate the staff
Works together to build the philosophy, objectiveS, policies, and programs of the
school. The staff is empoWered to make local school building decisions together, and
the principal leads, coordinates, supports instruction, And assists staff in reaching
18
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consensus On important issues. The principal's authority, responsibility, and ac-
countability are exercised in such a way that the judgment and commitment of all
staff members are nurtured and valued in decision making.

In addition; it is crucial that the school principal ekertige leadership in improv-
ing the professional ienVirOnment in Which teachers work. Areas needing im-
provement are the reduction of bureaucracy; more professional autonomy for teach7.
ers, and more leadership opportunities for teachers. Principals and teachers must
strengthen their profeSSiOnal partnership at the school by working together to estab-
lish a truly collaborative and collegial school in which each professional staff mem-
ber finds challenge, support, appretiation, and satisfaction; We know from research
that the "climate" of the individual school is a major determinant of educational
quality for students. Schools in which the professional autonomy and teaching re-
sponsibility of the faculty are in harrtiony with the educational leadership responsi-
bility of the principal can offer a truly quality educational program for each student
while at the same time have a teaching Staff that is both professionally satisfactory
and professionally satisfied.

Educational Leadership
Dne of the Major characteristics_ of higher quality, effective schools is the deter-

mination shared iby principals, assistant principals, teachers, students, and parents
to constantly Seek improVenient. In such schools academic achievementbecomes the
cornerstone in the pursuit of excellence, with the principal as the catalyst; Clearly
then, educational leadership iS eSSentially influencing others to commit their ener-
gies and efforts to the accomplishment of organizational goals and improvement ob-
jectives on a school-wide basis.

The principal muSt Work With students, professional staff, other school employ-
ees, parents, and the school community to establish a vision of the school's mission.
In the effort to turn vision intO reality, the principal must marshal and mobilize the
needed resources; the principal must stimulate and support those personnel in-
volved in the effort. This role of the principal iS both central and crucial.

To provide educatiOnal leadership, a principal must have the ability to:

resolve conflictS With high levels of sensitivity
communicate clearly and effectively
plan and set goals
analyze problems
involve others in a cooperative fashion
make and implement decisions
coordinate the work activities of others

To prbvide educational leadership, a principal must know:

thebrieS of and research in administration, curriculum, instruction, and eval-
uation
personnel supervision strategies and techniques
adult learning concepts
in-depth subject area cOntent (at least in own field)
theOries and techniques of assessment and motivation
change theory and practice
organizational change and effective schools literature
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The abilities and knowledges listed above comprise a basic level of qualification
without which an individual would experience great difficulty in providing educa-
tional leadership.

Educational Management
Any organization needs sound management if it is to maintain its given course

in a manner that assures its stability and security as well as the stability and security
of its members. A multitude of management tasks confronts the principal daily The
current high expectations for the principal in carrying out these management re-
sponsibilities have resulted in the major portion of the principal's time and effort
being devoted to management, not leadership. However, with careful planning and
coordination; management activities can become a part of the overall leadership ac-
tivity of the principal.

To provide educational management, a principal must have the ability to:

budget, allocate, and control resource expenditures
develop and maintain schedules for personnel and facilities
organize the staff
develop and maintain necessary school reports and record systems
establish a safe and supportive environment
monitor and evaluate programs and personnel
plan, direct, and control activities and coordinate action across programs and
activities
set priorities
make decisions

To provide educational management, a principal must know:

laws, policies, and regulations
management theory and techniques
fiscal and facility management and control techniques
instructional and curricular requirements
implementation strategies and techniques
governance structures and processes
technology and its appropriate uses
principles of human growth and development
how to deal effectively with the various school publics

Basic to both leadership and management are the principal's personal values,
beliefs, and individual qualities that influence the school building traditions and
norms and help define the nature of the school as an organizational unit. In addi-
tion, a principal needs a strong self-awareness and a knowledge of organization
theory.

In the implementation of the principal's role, the distinctions between the roles
and functions of elementary, middle/junior high, and senior high school principals
should be appropriately reflected. These differences, especially those having to do
with the diversity of curriculum, the specialization of staff, the nature of the student
body; the scope of the program, and diversity of publics, must appear in design and
implementation of the job.

The Commission on School-Based Administration clearly sees the school prin-
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dpalship as the most important single factor at work to determine the educational
quality of a school. By providing leadership along with strong managerial support, a
school principal eXercises powerful influences on the mission, effectiveness, and ed-
ucational improvement efforts in the school.

The Six Major Functions of the Principalship
The rOle and function of the principal should be to provide both the educational

leadership and the managerial direction for the school. iSpecifically,i the printipal
should exercise educational leadership and managerial ability in the falloWing areas:
inStructidnal maintenance and improvement, professional development and ger=
vices, pupil development and services, school and community relatiOns, administra-
tion of facilitieS and finance, and organizational relationships and responsibilities.

Educational
Leadership
Dimension

FIGURE 2.2

THE ELEMENTS OF THE PRINCIPALSHIP

Six Major
Functions of the

Principalship

instructional maintenance
and improvement

Educational
Management
Dimension _

professional development
and services

pupil development
and services

school and community
relations

administration of
facilities and finance

organizational relationships
and responsibilities

1., _Mgt-tad-tonal maintenance and improvement,_ The _principal must eXercise a
high leVel cif Managerial skills in maintaining the instructional program:and in mak-
ing judgments about areas in need of improvements. Once a deciSiOn iS made that
imprOtlenierit iS neceSsary or desirable, the principal must use leadership skills to
generate staff commitment. However, the principal can neither manage hor lead if
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he nr she lacks knowledge and skill in the area of instruction; The principal must be
able to base instructional leadership on professional knowledge, including:

The ability to promote positive instructional outcomes. The principal does
this by emphasizing achievement and by giving priority to those instructional
activities that foster academic success and student growth. He or she is skilled
in managing the school's instructional resourcesmaterials, equipment, fa-
cilities; and time--so maximum efficiency exists for each. In addition the
principal promotes an orderly climate that is conducive to teaching and learn-
ing. The principal supports teachers by effectively communicating the signifi-
cance of their wnrk. This verbal support is reinforced with resource support
whenever possible.
The ability to assess program relevance. The principal is sensitive to those
instructional conditions that promote relevancy; conditions that are affected
by proper methodological approaches by the teacher, by concern for learner
needs and interests; by sensitivity to societal changes, and by relevant de-
velopments and changes in the subject or discipline. This also requires that
learner expectations and outcomes be established on a school-wide basis and
that a system exists for determining whether or not these expectations are
being met.
The ability to coordinate instructional programs and to take part in making
instructional decisions by assisting teachers in deciding on the appropriate-
ness of methods, materials, goals and objectives, and evaluation procedures.
The ability to plan, implement, and evaluate program change. The principal
must have specific skili in program planning and must be able to share appro-
priate program planning models and materials with staff. He or she must be
skilled in the implementation of school-wide or subject area program changes
and in providing the required training for staff who are engaged in the
change. Theprincipal must be able to lead and assist in the design of an eval-
uation plan that will facilitate close monitoring of the change process as well as
of the expected program outcomes;

2; Professional development and services. The ability of the principal to con-
stantly sustain high levels of staff performance by providing time and other re-
sources for continuous training and developm ent and to evaluate teaching staff are
critical to a sound program of instruction. The principal's role in teacher evaluation
and professional development represents a major opportul iity and responsibility for
the improvement of classroom instruction. The personnel development and services
area includes:

Theability to identify and select new staff who are competent in the;r grade or
discipline area, who also identify with the cverall mission and goals of the
school; and who are psychologically and ph;losophically compatible with staff
with whom they will be associated.
The ability to fully orient new staff to the school through activities designed to
familiarize them with mission and philoscpny, goals and objectives, organiza:
tional patterns and structures, system-wide policies and procedures, parental
and community concerns, and student characteristics and developmental
needs. There is also a need to inform new staff of growth opportunities that
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&1st Within the school and system and of resources that an assist them in
moving_into these new areaS of opportunity.
The ability tO aSsigh -staff members in a manner appropria.:e to their talentS
and abilities andito the school's program requirements. The ; Tincipal needs to
be sensitive tb the load requirements for all staff and to the need to relieve
them frorn duties that might impair their instructional abilities. The principal
needs an ability to closely monitor Staff in terms of performance and to be
sensitive tO signalS Of inisassignments and overload.
The ability to design and implement school=wide programs for staff improve-
ment, consistent with schOol system goals, both in training for new roles and
dutieS and in development for potential reassignment and promotion. The
principal needs to be able to evaluate staff trainingand develcpmentefforts in
terms of otitcome as well as process variables. The principaln( eds to be able tb
design and implement training and development evaluation models whiCh
determine whether traineeS Are -Competent in the required task areas and
whether Or riOt deVelopment efforts are pn .riding a consistent supply of qual-
ity personnel.
The ability tb deSigh and carry out effective programs of staff evaluation is
central to Most of the other:professional development and services functions.
An effective program of staff evaluation is as necessary to provide data on new
Staffing nee-cIS, potential orientation activities, and improvement needs as it is
for making decisions about staff retention, disniiSSal, or reassignment.

3. Pioil develOpthent and services; This critical area of the principal's role re-
quires a high level of ability lnd knowledge. Important components of pupil de-
velopment and services are:

The ability to influence student value choices in matters of per;onal conduct
and living as well as in areas of academic achievement and caret:r choice.
The ability to organize and de-Sign procedures and opportunities for student
involvement in the life of the school, not only through the more traditional
activities of sports, student government, and clubs, but also through the ap-
propriate involvement of students in the fundamental decision areas of pro-
grams, student evaluation, and scheduling.
The ability to conceptualize and implement a comprehensive program of
guidance Services geared to the needs and interests of all the studentS.
The ability to design and implement effective programs in the area of student
health and to provide an environment which is conducive to positive disci=
pline and assures student safety and security.

4; School and community relatitoa The community is an important partner and
provideS a valuable learning laboratory for students. Morebver, this area takes on
even more importance in a time when communities are undergoing significant so-
cial and demographic changes. In a school community where there IS a decreasing
percentage 6f families with school-age children, the prirripal is required to display
assertive leadership qualitieS if he or she is to maintain a broad base of community
support and interest in school affairs. Critical facets of school/community relations
are:
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The ability to analyze the community in terms of its demographic and social
characteristics plus an ability to understand future as well as current needs of
the citizens who make up the school's attendance and non-attendance popu-
lations.
The ability to establish and maintain effective communications with the com-
munity and to be sensitive to the points where the school and community are
most likely to conflict, and an ability to disseminate infoimation which will
promote understanding and acceptance of the differences that might evolve.
The principal needs to be sensitive to what the community wants to know
about the school.
The ability to identify, mobilize, and effectively utilize community resources
in the interest of improving both school programs and school and community
relations.
The ability to organize the school so that it can serve as a resource to the com-
munity and to create the feeling in the community that the school is a contrib-
uting member of the larger community.

5. Administration of facilities and finances. A high level of managerial and lead-
ership ability in facilities a.id finances is essential to a safe and stable school environ-
ment and to the acnievement of all of the school's_program and activity goals. Strong
facilities management skills, especially those relating to environment and climate,
result in highly visible evidence that can set the tone for the total life of the school.
The principal's management of financial resources can mean the difference between
successful programs and highly responsive staff on the one hand or failure and staff
withdrawal on the other. As school systems Frovide principals with increasing flex-
ibility and autonomy regarding fiscal resource3, this area becomes even more impor-
tant. Dimensions in this area include:

The ability to allocate the available financial resources for the purposes which
they were initially budgeted and to be able to justify; in terms of program ben-
efits, any shifts from original budget plans. The principal needs to provide the
type of leadership so the PTA and other community groups can concentrate
on educational concerns without being cast as the school's primary fund-
raiser.
The ability to effectively use the resources of the school plant to maintain a
safe and healthful climate for teaching and learning. The principal needs to
possess skill in facilities scheduling and management which will minimize
disruptions, avoid unnecessary movement, and separate noisy and quiet ac-
tivities so that neither is constrained in its function.

6. Organizational relationships and responsibilities. The principal is expected to
maintain a quality school along with good rapport with the community In addition,
recent attention has focused on the need for the principal to relate more closely to the
school system central structure and to share certain system-wide planning and deci-
sion-rnaking functions. Increasingly, the building principal is emerging as the
bridge to and from the central office. These changes clearly increase the principal's
sphere of influence in the school system and accords a more powerful position for
affecting system-wide policy and procedure changes that affect the school the prin-
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cipal serves. These changes should also create better understanding between the
principal_ and central administration and reduce some Of the principal's feelings of
isolation from policy decisions and of being; caught between the demands of the staff
and the dictates of the school system. Effective principals have:

a sensitivity to the multiple demands on central administration and ail ability
to effect and accept compromises where he-cesary;
ari ability to articulate effectiVely the :teeds and concerns of students, staff,
and community in exchanges with central administration;
an ability to provide school-baSed inforMation and recommendations in sup-
port of the superintendent's plans for system-wide improvement;
an ability to share information with Staff, gttidents, and community about
central administration's plans and actions which promote support for those
activities; and
an ability to interpret central office directives so that they achieve their pur-
poses.

Recommendation of the Commission
The recommendation of the CommiSSion i that strong consideration be given to

the role and function statement espoused in fais report as local school systems de-
fine the role and responsibility of the principal And ag colleges and universities de-
sign principal precertification preparation programs.

#2.1. The role and function of the principal should be to provide both ihe edu-
cational leadership_ and the managerial direction for ;he school. Specifi-
cally, the principal should exeicise educational leadership and man-
agerial ability in the following siX functional Areas: instructional
maintenance and improvement _professional development and services,
pupil development and services, school and community relations, ad-
ministration of facilities and finance, and organizational relationships
and responsibilities.
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SECTION THREE
Preparation Programs for Principals

Introduction
Two basic premises have guided the Ccoimission in all of its deliberations on the

preparation of principals. The first holds that the principalship is one of the most
important and demanding positions in education and that the knowledge and skills
needed to be an effective principal require continuous reinforcement and enrich7
melt throughout the career of the principal: This process begins with the successful
completion of a program of study certifying that one has proficiency in the concep-
tual and analytical/technical knowledge necessary to perform the functions of the
position: But the completion of a formal program of study should be viewed as just
the beginning of the training. In recognition of the constantly changing demands on
the needs of schools, the preparation of principals must be a career-long enterprise if
they are to continuously provide the educational leadership and educational man-
agement needed for effective schools.

The second major premise is that the continued collaboration and a major com-
mitment of the resources by the state's colleges and universities, its twenty-four local
school systems, and the Maryland State Department of Education will be required to
assure that the necessary high quality career-long training of principals becomes a
reality and is sustained over time.

Although both of these major premises have been widely acknowledged, there
is an urgency for effecting the latter.

Each of the three parties having a vital stake in the development of a cadre of
high quality principals has important strengths to contribute to this task. It iS the
orchestration of the strengths each can bring to bear on the common goal of provid-
ing career-long training that will assure the successful establishment and mainte-
nance of needed collaboration. The Commission views the primary division of effort
among colleges and universities, local school systems; and the state education
agency to be as follows:

The primary mission of colleges and universities offering principal prepara-
tion programs should be to provide a strong theoretical base; to expose the
candidate to the realities of the principalship; to provide both the conceptual
knowledge and the analytical/technical knowledge needed to develop profi-
ciency in educational leadership and management; and to contribute to pro7
fessional development activities for practicing principals sponsored by local
systems and the state.
The primary contributions of local school systems should be to collaborate
with colleges and universities in pioviding clinical experiences critical for
those preparing for the principalship and to provide meaningful continuous
professional development programs_for currently employed principals.
The primary contributions of the Maryland State Department of Education
should be to establish rigorous program approval standards used in assessing
the quality of college and university preparation programs, to contribute to
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the finarioal support for clinical experiences that should be an integral part Of
pre-certification treining, and to offer a professional developMent program
that focuses on statewide prioritieF.

A schematic diagrain illustrating the primary roles of each of the three parties is
presented in Figure 3.1.

FIGURE 3.1

A SCHEMATIC OF THE PRIMARY ROLES OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, LOCAL
SCHOOL SYSTEMS, AND THE MARYLAND STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION IN

THE CAREER-LONG PREPARATION OF PRINCIPALS
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The following recommendations focus on strengthening the formal preparation
programs leading toward certification that are offered by the state's colleges and uni-
versities; Recommendations concerning the continuous professional development
of principals throughout their careers are included in a later section of the report.

Colleges and universities have historically played the dominant role in prepara-
tion programs leading toward certification as a principal. In recent years_ concerns
about the quality and effectiveness of these programs have been increasingly voiced
by practicing administrators, college and university faculty, and in the policy com-
munities. While the value of much of professional education is being questioned in
many other fields such as law, public administration, business administration, and
medicine, the issues surrounding the preparation of school administrators seem to
be particularly intense.

In Maryland, organizational responsibility for principal certification programs
offered by colleges and universities is shared between individual institutions having
state-approved programs and the Maryland State Department of Education, the
state agency charged with establishing standards to approve institutions having cer-
tification programs. At the present time; six institutions offer state-approved pro-
grams: Frostburg State College, Frostburg; Johns Hopkins University, Loyola Col.._
lege.. and Morgan State University, all located in Ba;timore; the University of
Maryland, College Park; and Western Maryland College, Westminster. As wili be
established in the next section of the report, the successful completion of one of the
state's six currently approved programs is _not the only avenue to certification as a
principal. Current certification requirements also have a credit count option that per-
mits a candidate to satisfy some requirements through the accumulation of courses.

Major Issues
The charges and countercharges surrounding the present debate on college and

university-sponsored preparation programs for principal certification address vir-
tually all aspects or major components of these programs. However, in the view of
the Commission; the fundamental issues being raised center on six themes:

the content of an effective preparation program, especially its general aca-
demic core, specialized academic core; research requirements; and clinical
experiences;
the criteria to be used for both program admission and exit decisions;
the appropriate program differentiation, if any, among the elementary, mid-
dle/junior, and high school principalship;
meaningful ways to effect calaboration between colleges and universities and
the local school districts, especially regarding the content of the program, the
selection of candidates for the program; and the coordination of research and
clinical experiences; and
the accessibility of college and university program sites to local school
districts.
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Brief Description of Current Practice
The feilloWing brief descriptions of preparation prograMs leading to principal

certification offered by colleges and universities across the nation and in the state,
organized around the Six previously cited issues, are offered:

The content of the vast majority of programs in the nation and state are rela-
tively uniforin and appears to be driven by equally consistent certification re-
quirements: all tend to offer introductory courses focusing on organization
theory, leadership, curriculum theory and/or development, supervision; and
some type of an internship experience; some program differentiation appears
to be present in the depth and breadth of requirements related to curriculum
and instruction, general or specialized curriculum and supervision, research
requirements, and the nature of the research project.
Even greater similarity is noted in the criteria used for admission. Virtually all
require: a bachelor's degree from a regionally aCcredited institution; a teach=
ing certificate; a minimum undergraduate grade point average; and a mini-
mum score on a standardized examination, usually the Graduate Record Ex-
amination or the Miller Analogies Test.
Although less pronounced, a majority of colleges and universities make little
differentiation among programs for elementary, middle/junior, and high
school adminiStration and supervision; a minority of institutionS in the na-
tion, but none of the six in Maryland, have recently instituted an area of con-
centration in middle/junior high school administration and supervision.
Except kir iSolated exceptions, collaboration between collegeS and universities
and local school districts in program planning is not extensive; where it does
exist, it tends to be limited to cooperation in provision of Sortie form of
internship.
Variations in staffing patterns are evident across the country and in Maryland,
especially in regard to the ratio of full-time versus part=time/adjunct pro-
fessors who teach courses in the program of study; moreover, increasing fac=
ulty age is a problem confronting many colleges and universitieS.
The number of colleges and universities offering prograins of study appears
to be more than adequate; however,the issue of accessibility to_ a program
appearS to cbnfront many regions of most states, including Maryland.

Recomthendations for &trengthening Preparation Programs
Offered by Colleges and 'Universities

The recommendations for strengthening preparation programs offered by col-
leges and universities have been grouped into the following categories:

student recruitment and admission
program accessibility
program content
methods of instruction and mode of delivery
relations With COnstituent groups
program funding
program evaluation
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Student Recruitment and Admission
Concerning student recruitment and admission to a preparation program lead-

ing toward certification, it is recommended that:

#3.1. Colleges; universities; and local school systems should engage in more
systematic and sustained recruitment activities to encourage promising
candidates to pursue careers in school administration. In these acceler-
ated efforts, special attention should be given to the development of re-
cruihnent strategies aimed at minority group members and women. In
addition; consideration should also be given to individuals presently out-
side the field of education who can successfully meet the requirements
for certification as a school principal.

Riqtionale. Imaginative ways, espedally for working more closely with local
school systems in the pre-screening phase of local district selection practices called
for elsewhere in this report, must be developed to recruit individuals to the profes-
sion; The traditional practice of colleges and universities of literally waiting at the
door for candidates will not suffice, if this posture ever had merit. This is especially
true if the desperate need to recruit members of minority groups is to be addressed.
Talented individuals outside education, in fields such as government, the military,
and business represent a rich source of talent and should be recruited so long as they
can successfully meet the requirements for certification;

Major hnplication(s). No major regulatory or fiscal implications are perceived to
implement this recommendation. However, it will call for increased collaborative ef-
forts between colleges and universities and local school systems in the identification
and recruitment of potential candidates.

#3.2. Admission standards should assure that only candidates possessing the
highest intellectual abilities and aptitude for the principalship are ad-
mitted. Colleges and universities should require all candidates to partici-
pate in pre-admission diagnostic skill exercises and should make use of
the results in admission decisions and program planning.

Rationale. This recommendation is at the heart of the relatively large number of
Commission ream .nendations that center on strengthening recruitment and ad-
mission practices that together reflect the importance placed on improving the qual-
ity of individuals who may one day be responsible for providing direction to a
school. The principalship is one of the most important and demanding positions in
education. It follows that only the most able be permitted to pursue a career as a
principal;_ In that completion of an approved program is the only way we recom-
mend that an individual meet initial certification requirements, colleges and univer-
sities ha 'man important gatekeeping role and must assure that only highly able can-
didates with aptitude for the principalship are admitted to the program;

The use of pre-admission diagnostic skill exercises for both admission decisions
and program planning will help achieve two major objectives. As part of the admis-
sion decision, the exercises could aid in not only determining a candidate's existing
Skill level but, in addition, could assist in ascertaining an individual's aptitude for
the principalship. This latter consideration should be of great benefit to both the



institution and the candidate. Use of the exercises in program planning will also
contribute substantially to the early discovery of the candidate's strengths and weak=
nesses and thus enable the development of a more efficient and effective program of
study. The comprehensive and enriched program of study leading toward initial cer-
tification called for in this report will still be limited in its ability to provide many
Skills that will enhance the effectiveness of a potential candidate. No single pro-
gram, no matter how well designed; could be expected to do this. The provision of
non-credit assistance in skill areas not a part of the regular program of study is one
important way to accomplish this.

Major hnplication(s). Major changes of many college and university admission
practices will be required. Colleges and universities will need to develop diagnostic
skill exercises to use in the admission process. This will have a fiscal implication and
calls for a revision in current admission criteria.

#3.3. In addition to those factors normally considered by colleges and univer-
sities as admission requirements for those who wish to enter principal
preparation programs; an individual must hold (or be eligible to hold) an
advanced professional certificate (APC), or its equivalent for out-of-state
candidates, directly related to his/her area of teaching.

Rationale. To carry out the role and function of the school principal in the area
of instructional leadership, an individual must be a highly and extremely effective
classroom teacher. In addition to successful experience as a teacher, a prospective
principal needs to have the depth of knowledge and skill as a teacher that the ad-
vanced certificate in teaching would provide. Further, as more teacher preparation
programs move to a five-year pre- service sequence, the principal needs this ad-
ditional background in teaching prior to beginning coursework in administration.
Once the APC in teaching has been received, the principal preparation program can
then focus on: content in leadership, administration, curriculum; supervision, and
learning; and development of the clinical skills needed to implement the role and
function of the principal envisioned in this Commission report.

Major Implication(s). A change in the certification requirements for principals
and teachers would be necessary as would modification of existing preparation pro-
gram admission requirements.

#3.4. Colleges and universities, aided by local school systems and the state ed-
ucation agency, should aggressively seek ways to promote and fund full-
time study, rather_than be dependent on the use of part-time study ar-
rangements that virtually all graduate students presently utilize.

Rationale. In our view, there is no substitute for full-time, concentrated study
for the principalship. Full-time study facilitates program enrichment in ways not
possible by taking one or two courses per semester and attending summer school, all
while being employed full-time. Even a modest increase in the availability of finan=
cial support to permit a greater number of students to pursue full-time study would
pay handsome long-term dividends for the profession and for education.

Major Implication(s). No major regulatory implications are perceived to imple-
ment this recommendation. However, an increase in the number of fellowships and
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assistantships offered by colleges and universities would result in additional costs to
most institutions in that most presently offer only meager levels of support, or no
support at all. Additionally both local systems and the Maryland State Department
of Education would have to increase their allocations of resources.

Program Accessibiii
Concerning student accessibility to an approved program, it is recommended

that:

#3.5. The Maryland State Board for Higher Education should accelerate its
present planning to make approved progri, is available and accessible to
students residing in the Eastern Shore cr anties;

Kationale._ There is presently an uneven geographic distribution of approved
progams in the state. Closing down the credit count method for securing a certifi-
cate argued for in the next section of this report will create an even greater disparity
in the state, particularly for the school systems on Maryland's Eastern Shore. These
systems will experience great difficulty in urging potential candidates to study in an
approved program if the candidates are required to travel great distances or disrupt
their lives by moving closer to an institution offering an approved program.

Major implication(s). The Maryland State Board for Higher Education would
need to take appropriate steps to assure the availability of an approved program to
serve the Eastern Shore. Moreover; a substantial expenditure of new monies would
be required to establish the comprehensive program called for in this report

Program Content
Concerning the general academic core, the specialized acaderrfic core, the re-

search, and the clinical experience dimensions of a program of study leading toward
certification as a principal, it is recommended that:

#3.6. The preparation program for principals should include not less than
thirty-six (36) graduate semester hours of which six (6) hours would be
devoted to clinical experiences including a total of three credits of prac-
tica and a three-credit internship.

Rationale. It is the judgment of the Commission that most of the entry-level
conceptual and clinical- skills needed by an individual can be provided in a program
of study having a minimum of thirty-six (36) graduate semester hours. The previ-
ously recommended requirement that a candidate for admission to a preparation
program hold, or be eligible to hold, an APC should allow colleges and universities
to better concentrate their program of study The temptation to expand the recom-
mended minimum semester hours for an approved program is great but must be
resisted. The combination of the new recommended requirement of having an APC,
or its equivalent; as a condition for admission to a preparation program and the
thirty-six (36) hour degree program called for here will result in candidates for cer-
tification completing what amounts to a two-year graduate program.

Major Implication(s). A major change in existing MSDE program approval stan-
dards would be necessary to implement this recommendation. Moreover, while the
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current programs of many of the state's colleges and universities exceed the mini-
mum _of thirty-six (36) semester hours, the requirement of six (6) hours for clinical
experiences represents an increase in current program approval requirements. Pro-
gram modifications of this type would be required.

#3.7. College and university programs should give prominence to the concep-
tual knowledge and clinical skills necessary for effective educafional leader7
ship arid management. The conceptual knowledge that should be stressed
in the program are (a) theories of instruction, human growth and de-
velopment; adult learning; curriculum;_supervision, change, leadership,
organization effectiveness, methods of inquiry, and evaluation and as-
sessment, and (b) an understanding of governance structure and politi-
cal processes; equity issues, community and public relations, technol-
ogy business management, personnel and laborrelations; school climate
and culture; pupil servkes; and research related to educational practice.
The ten clinical skills that should be stressed are: instructional supervi-
sion, planning and gc settingi problem analysis, decision makhig;
communication; coordination, interpersonal relations, development of
staff, conflict resolution; and stress management.

Rationale. The justification for prominence given to the conceptual knowledge
and clinical skills cited in the recommendation is to be found in the comprehensive
role and function statement adopted by the Commission that was presented in the
preceding section of this report. All are central to the instructional leadership and
managerial mission that must be provided by an effective principal in the six func-
tional areas of instructional maintenance and improvement, professional develop-
ment and services; pupil development and services; school and community rela7
tions, administration of facilities and finances, and organizational relationships and
responsibilities. The recommended program emphasis is summarized in Figure 3;2;

Majcr Implication(s). No major regulatory implications are perceived to imple-
ment this recommendation. However, the recommended program content will re-
quire a ma!ior overhaul of most existing programs of study This will prove to be a
costly activity for most colleges and universities.

#3.8. in addition to the general academic core; the program of studies should
include a specialized academic dimension that reflects the demonstrable
differences in the context in which elementary; middle/junior, and high
school principals must function; especially those associated with differ-
ences in the diversity of the curriculum, the specialization of staff, the
nature of the student body, the scope of the program; and the diversity of
the publics that must be dealt with. However, we are not calling for the
creation of a large number of parallel courses. What is being recom-
mended are differences in the nature of some required courses, espe7
cially in the areas of curriculum and supervision and child growth and
development; the judicious selection of_instructional materials; tlistinc7
lions in course activities, and the use of an intensive seminar as one of
the culminating program requirements in which students would be
grouped according to level of employment sought.
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Rationale. As previously established, the Commission has taken the position
that the role and function of elementary, middle/junior, or high school principals are
similar in many respects. However, it is also acknowledged that there are some im-
portant differences. This recommendation reflects the Commission's judgment
about the nature of these differences and proposes meaningful ways that they can be
incorporated into a preparation program.

Major Implication(s). Major modifications in current programs and in the exist-
ing program approval standards will be required to implement this recommenda-
tion.

#3.9. The program of studies should include the acquisition of cognitive
knowledge of the major methodologies appropriate for the study of edu-
cation, should include quantitative and qualitative l'esearch methodology
to develop the ability to read and assess the research literature; and
should provide a student with skills to design and complete a research
project as part of the requirements of the program.

Rationale. It is important that those who serve in leadership positions be able
to critique the research literature so they can develop informed judgments about
promising practices in education. Knowledge of the major methodologies appro-
priate for the study of education is intended to contribute to this objective; The rec-
ommendation that a student design and complete a research project as part of the
program of study is one important way to demonstrate the ability to apply an appro-
priate method of inquiry for solving a particular problem.

Major Irriplication(s). No major regulatory or fiscal implications are perceived to
implement this recommendation. However, the modification of many current pro-
grams will be required.

#3.10. Numerous, well-designed, and diverse clinical experiences should be
an integral part of a program of study and should extend throughout the
duration of the program. These experiences should take three forms:
numerous non-credit, short-duration on-site observations of major
school events_ and activities; several extended on-site credit practica,
each having a limited objective; and a ten-week, full-time, non-paid, on-
site credit internship with a carefully selected principal; jointly planned
and supervised by the college or university and local school system.

Rationale. The call for the frequent use of high quality clinical experiences
throughout the program of study, capped by a ten-week intensive internship; is
based on the Commission's belief that the acquisition of many skills can be acquired
only through observation and practice in an actual school setting. As established
previously, the ten clinical *ill areas given prominence are those judged to be ge-
neric to the work of the principal in providing the educational leadership and educa-
tional management for a school.

Moreover, the Commission's call to establish numerous clinical experiences and
develop valid methods of measuring a student's proficiency in the ten areas is the
single most important check available to the state on the quality of the program.
Failure to do so will render the program approval process useless.
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Major Irriplication(s). This recommendation has a number of major implica-
tions. In the first instance, the current Maryland State Department of Education pro,
gram approval standards must be revised to include a requirement that colleges and
universities provide the three major forms of clinical experiences called for in the
recommendation. Further, the development of and use of multiple clinical expe-
riences require fimdamental changes in current preparatiop programs. These
changes will prove to be a costly expenditure to colleges and universities that pres-
ently generally devote only meager resources to this portion of their current_ pro-
gram. Moreover, the recommendation will require provisions for an expanded role
of local school district personnel in the planning and supervision of the varied clini-
cal experiences called for;

#3.11. In addition to completion of a program of study, candidates must dem-
onstrate competencies in te* clinical skill areas.

Rationale. This recommendation is intended to provide an important internal
check for use ',yr colleges and universities to establish whether or not the goals of the
pre( ertification program for principals are being realized. The assessment of compe-
tencies in the ten clinical skill areas will also aid graduates who will ultimately be
tested_in the same skill areas as a condition for initial certification.

Major Implication(s). One major resulatory implication is required to imple-
ment this recommendation. The regulatory change required is that the current
Maryland_ State Department of Education _program approval standards must be re-
vised to include a requirement that colleges and universities provide an exit
assessment:

Methods of Instruction and Mode of Delivery
Concerning the methods of instruction and related delivery modes, it is recom-

mended that:

#3.12. Colleges and universities should move away from the almost exclusive
use of the didactic approach in a classroom setting to achieve the two
program goals of the acquisition of conceptual knowledge and the de-
velopment_ of clinical skills. In addition, the state's colleges and univer-
sities should establish a mechanism for the development and sharing of
instructional materials; and the joint use of promising technology for
enriching the instructional features of their programs.

Rationale. It is widely acknowledged that the lecture is one of the ineffective
instructional methods available, even for ihe acquisition of conceptual knowledge.
Heavy reliance on this method will greatly impair the quality of a preparation pro-
gram. Its value in the acquisition of _clinical skills is even more questionable; Clinical
skills clearly cannot be_ acquired and mastered without practice that is best demon-
strated in an actual school setting. As shown in Figure 3.3, the primary delivery
mode for the acquisition of clinical skills should be in the previously called for use of
observations, practica, internship, and diagnostic skill exercises.

The call for closer cooperation among colleges and universities in developing
and sharing instructional materials and promising technology makes good pro=
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FIGURE 3.3

THE RECOMMENDED PRIMARY DELIVERY MODE FOR THE
PROGRAM EMPHASIS OF COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY PREPARATION PROGRAMS
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grammatic and economic sense. Many faculty members have particular expertise
that could be easily shared to enrich all programs. Moreover, the development Of
high quality case studies, games, and simulations is a time-consuming and costly
activity._ Sharing the costs associated with their design is a potential way to reduce
expenditureS for the participating institutions.

Major Implication(s). No major regulatory or fiscal implications are perceived to
implement this recommendation.

Relations 'with Constituent Groups
Concerning relations with constituent groups, it is recommended that:

#3.13. Meaningful cooperation between colleges and universities and local
school systems should be aggressively pursued if many of_the recom:
mendations called for here are to be realized. This iS eSpecially true with
regard to efforts to enhance the recruitinerit of high quality candidates
for the principalship, the need for intensive clinical experienceS,_andim-
provement in the quality of the research component cif the program.

Rationale. All of the staters local school systems and colleges and universities
have a vital stake in improving the quality of the principalship. TWS shared Mission
must be translated into close collaboration in the development and implementation
of many features of preparation programs, particularly the all-important proviSion of
meaningful clinical experiences. There simply is no substitute tor the deep involve-
ment of both parties in this effort.

Maj.& Implication(s). No major regulatory or fiscal implications are perceived to
implement this lecommendation.

Program Funding
Concerning the funding of principal preparation programs, it is recommended

that:
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#3.14. The Maryland State Board for Higher Educatiom working with the state's
public colleges and universities, should aggressively seek changes in ex-
isting state funding formulas for program support and adopt an alloca-
tion system that more adequately supports higher costs associated with
graduate professional education.

Rationale. Institutions offering graduate professional education, especially
those that rely upon astly clinical experiences for the implementation of many of
their goals, mustbe adequatAy supported if they are to offer a quality program. The
traditional_ formula for the support of preparation programs used by many institu-
tions stands as an important disincentive for developing the much richer and more
comprehensive professional education called for here. New funding formulas must
be created if colleges and universities are to continue to play a significant role in the
training of principals.

Major Implication(s). As established above, new funding formulas that more
adequately reflect the real costs of a program must be designed by both state agen-
cies and by individual institutions:

Program Evaluation
Concerning the evaluation of college and university preparation programs for

principals, it is recommended that:

#3.15. The Maryland State Department of Education should undertake a com-
prehensive assessment of its current program approval standards for
pre-service professional education for principals toward the end of mak-
ing the standards _consistent with the preceding recommendations of
the Commission This assessment should examine the effectiveness of
all currently used input, process, and output variables and consider op-
tions for improvement that not only incorporate the recommendations
of the Commission,but also establish the program approval activity as ,

meaningful and vigorous check on the quality of the preparation pro-
grams approved in the state.

Rationale. The need for a close fit between all of the preceding recommenda-
tions for strengthening college and university programs and the process by which
the state evaluates a program is undeniable. Any discrepancies between the two will
assure that the public interest will not be served The Commission acknowledges
that the state has not only the right but also the responsibility to assure that the
preparation programs offered by colleges and universities that lead toward certifica-
tion represent the best practice that is known.

Major Implication(s). A major overhaul of the current Maryland State De=
partment of Education program approval standards is required to implement this
recommendation;

#3.16. In addition to the strengthening of the external program evaluation pro-
cess called for above, colleges and universities should engage in periodic
comprehensive self-evaluations. While all components of the program
should be included in this activity, special prominence should be given
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to the securing of information on the effectiveness of the program from
important constituency groups; especially currently enrolled studentS
and recent graduates, and local school system personnel knowledgeable
about recent graduates.

Rationale. The tall for periodic self-evaluations to complement the_ state pro-
grani approval process makes good programmatic sense. The further call that citir
rent students, recent graduates, and local school district officials be deeply involved
tn the self=evaluations is in recognition that their perceptions are one of the most
valid indicators of quality of the program available to a college or university

Major ImplicationW. No major regulatory or fiscal implications are perceived to
implement this recommendation.
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SECTION FOUR
Certi cation Requirements for Principals

Introduction
The certification of principals, like that for other professionals who serve the

public; is intended to promote a number of public interests: the development of a
license to practice implies a body of knowledge associated with successful practice;
the availability of a license allows the general public to make certain assumptions
that the holder of the license possesses The competence and skills needz.cl to suc-
cessfully perform; and the issuance of a license affords the state the opportunity to
withdraw the license should the holder engage in a practice judged to be contrary to
the public interest.

These intended gatekeeping functions illustrate the critical need for an effective
certification process in any effort to improve the quality of_the principalship. The
certification of principals has traditionally been viewed as the major process to as-
sure that individuals entering the principalship are prepared for satisfactory perfor-
mance. Certification procedures should be judged as effective primarily to the de-
gree that they achieve this objective.

In Maryland, the state education agency issues the license to practice as a princi-
pal. Although the state holds responsibility for developing certification require-
ments and issuing the license to practice; it is important to note that the Maryland
State Department of Education has historically engaged representatives of local sys-
tems and the state's colleges and universities in the design of the certification re-
quirements and the processes for their use.

Major Issues
As is true of all dimensions of the Commission's work, substantial debate cur-

rently surrounds the issue of certification requirements for the principalship. In the
view of the Commission, the fundamental isuies being raised center on three
themes:

the adequacy of existing criteria used for certification;
the number of ways that an individual can satisfy certification requirements,
and
the types of certificates that should be issued and the duration of the certifi-
cate(s).

Brief Description of Current Practice
The following brief descriptions of current practices for the certification of prin-

cipals, organized around the three major issues cited above, are offered:

Most states use general criteria for the certification of principals (hold a teach-
ing certificate, have teaching experience, and possess paper credits); few re-
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quire demonstration of profidencies necessary to perform the functions of the
principalship; the fact that a large number of States, many at the prodding of
their state legislatures., haVe undertaken major revisions in the traditional re:,
quirements suggests that dissatisfaction with virtually all of the major aspects
of the present system is widespread in both the professional and policy coin=
munities.
A majority of states, including Maryland, uSe a combination of ways for an
individual to satisfy certification requirements; the usual approach is comple=
tion of a master's degiee from an accredited institution and additional honrs
of graduate or equivalent course credit.
Great variations exiSt in the types of certificates issued by each state: a major-
ity, including Maryland, have different certificates for superintendents and
other central office adminiStratorS and principals; a large number differentiate
between elementary and secondary; a few states, but not Maryland, differen-
tiate between elementary, middle/junior, and high school certification; and, a
majority of stateS, but_again, not Maryland, differentiate between a principal
and supervisor certificate.
The duration of the certificate differs across the country: some states, but not
Maryland, have continuing education requirements for recertification at either
five- or ten-year intervals; most typically, the continuing education require-
ments include credit for graduate study and/or staff development credit.

Redithmendations of the Commission
The recommendations of the Commission for improving the certification re-

quirements of principals are preSented below. Note that the proposals focus exclu-
sively on the principalship, consistent with the Commission's charge. The adequacy
of current requirements for certification as a supervisor is not examined. Thus, the
issue of the appropriateneSS cif retaining, amending, or eliminating the current lark-
tice in the state of having identical certification requirements for both principals and
supervisors is not addressed. HoweVer, given the nature of the recommendations
contained in this report, a reexamination of both the role and current certification
requirements for supervlsors appears to be in order.

Criteria for Initial Certification
While we recommend retention of several existing criteria, a major overhaul of

the requirements for initial certification is proposed. The Commission recommends
that:

#4.1. The applicant muSt hold or be eligible to hold an advanced 1.7..,.,!ssional
certificate (APC), or its equivalent for out:of-state candidates, directly re-
lated to his _or her area of teaching; hold a master's degree from an ac-
credited college of university; and have five yearS of successful teaching
experience at the appropriate level.

Rationale. The in:?rit of the requirement that an applicant hold an advanced
professional certificate in a teaching field iS to assure that candidates have the neces-
sary background of professional preparation and experiences in instruction to be
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expert teachers. This provision allows necessary distinctions in the level of assign-
ment to be ackrQwledged. An important 'ncentive is thus provided to make these
distinctions cluing the applicant'S preparatim

The call fcr changes in tne current requirement that an applicant have five years
of successful teaching experience, not the current three, is consistent with the Com-
mission's strong belief that those charged with providing instructional and man-
agerial direction for a school function best if they have demonstrated their ability to

successful classroom teachers, are knowledgeable about and have appreciation of
the problems and issues of teaching; have an understanding of how schools work,
and have credibility in the minds of those they are to lead. The Commission believes
that there are no shortcuts or substitutes to meaningful classroom experience for
acquiring these skills and understandings.

Major Implication(s). Major changes in the By-Laws of the Maryland State
Board of Education are required to implement this recommendation.

#4.2. For graduates of a Maryland-accredited college or university, only those
who complete an approved program for school-based administrators
should be eligible for a certificate. There should be a five-year transition
period for full implementation of this recommendation.

Rationale. The elimination of the current credit count option should promote
the design of preparation programs that are sequential; cumulative; and focused; as
they must be to realize the goal of a meaningful professional training program lead-
ing toward initial certification. The elimination of this current option will stand as
concrete evidence that the profession and the state is committed to the notion that
there is indeed a body of knowledge and a set of carefully prescribed experiences
that are essential for the effective training of those who wish to be. licensed as a prin-
cipal in this state.

Moreover, the elimination of the option will prove to be a substantial incentive
for colleges and_ universities that wish to offer an approved program leading toward
certification to devote the necessary resources to do so. The present widespread use
of the credit count option has encouraged a number of institutions in the state to
offer piecemeal courses in direct competition with those institutions who attempt to
meet current Maryland State Department of Education program approval standards.
While this may not have been the intent of those who supported adopticn of the
credit count option, it nonetheless has proven to be a major disincentive for the de-
velopment of high quality precertification preparation programs in the state's col-
leges and universities.

The proposed five-year limit on the continuation of courses offered by an ac-
credited institution in Maryland is regarded to be adequate time to allow both the
institution and students currently in the pipeline to make necessary adaptations in
their programs;

Major Implication(s). Major changes in the By-Laws of the Maryland State
Board of Education are required to implement this recommendation; Moreover; clos-
ing down this means of securing a principal's certificate will exacerbate the historical
problem of uneven accessibility to an appro/ed program faced by individuals and
school systems in some regions of the state; notably those in Maryland's Eastern
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Shore. As recommended elsewhere in this report, the Maryland State Board fOr
Higher Education must accelerate its recent efforts to address this issue.

#4.3. Graduates of an approved program for school-based administrators of-
fered by an accredited college or university in Maryland must success-
fully complete a Maryland State Department of Education assessment ex-
ercise designed to assure that a candidate for certification possess clinical
skills in the ten areas of planning and goal setting, instructional supervi-
sion, problem analysis, decision making; communication, coordination,
interpersonal relations, conflict resolution, development of staff, and
stress management.

Rationale. The proposed addition of the demonstration of proficiency in the
ten skills cited stands as an important check on the quality of approved programs
offered by the state's colleges and universities, and on the preparation programs
completed by graduates of other universities. It represents a form of accountability
and program rigor heretofore absent. It will better assure that the traditional pur-
poses of certification are realized,

This is so because the ten clinical skill areas are judged to be generic to the lead=
ership and management dimensions of the six major functions of the principalship
that the Commission endorses. An assessment of these skill areas is an absolute
prerequisite for the determination of the candidate's ability to assume the important
responsibility of providing direction to a school.

Major Implication(s). Major changes in the By-Laws of the Maryland State
Board of Education are required to implement this recommendation._ Moreover, the
staters colleges and universities maintaining approved programs must establish
meaningful iclinical experiences and make other program modifications necessary
for the development and demonstration of the proficiencies called for. These will be
costly activities and as such have clear fiscal implications.

In addition, the Maryland State Department of Education must develop and
schedule assessment exercises in a timely manner to facilitate local school district
employment decision processes.

#4.4. Graduates of a program offered by an accredited college or university
outside the state must submit a comprehensive case file of their graduate
work for review and approval by a Maryland State Department of Educa-
tion Review Ranel to 1) meet the requirements included in Recommenda-
tion 4.1 above; and 2) ascertain that the graduate work is compatible with
the program approval standards applied to Maryland colleges and uni-
versities. Individuals with less than three years experience as principals
must successfully complete a Maryland State Department of Education
assessment exercise that treats the ten skill areas cited in Recommenda-
tion #4.3 above.

Rationale. The requirement that an applicant who is not a graduate of a state-
approved preparation program submit comprehensive documentation on his or her
preparation represents an important check on the quality of the candidate's work.
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This requirement assures that the public interest is protected, especially when cou-
pled with completing an assessment exercise as previously recommended. There is
substantial precedence for this requirement in other professions. Moreover, we do
not believe that the requirement will handicap local school systems who desire to
engage in regional or national searches.

Major implication(s). Major changes in the By-Laws of the Maryland State
Board of Education are required to implement this recommendation. In addition,
the Maryland State Departinent of Education must develop, in cooperation with
other states; criteria and a process for assessing the quality of preparation programs
for school-based administrators offered by accredited institutions in states other
than Maryland. Additionally, the development and administration of the assess-
ment exercises carries clear fiscal implications.

Types of Certificates and Duration Period
Concerning the types of certificates to be awarded by the state; it is recom-

mended that:

#4.5. The existing practice of awarding a principal's certificate based on the
level of assignment should be continued.

Rationale. In the judgment of the Commission; necessary differentiation be-
tween an elementary middle/junior, or high school principal's certificate can be es-
tablished through the use of one of the existing certification requirements that call
for the candidate to be eligible for a professional certificate appropriate to the level of
assignment. However, the Commission acknowledges that there are indeed some
peculiarities associated with different levels of the principalship and have urged col-
leges and universities to reflect these in their approved programs of study.

Major implication(s). No major regulatory or fiscal implications are perceived to
implement this recommendation.

Concerning the duration of the certificate, it is recommended that:

#4.6. A certificate for a practicing principal should be required to be renewed
every five years and that the requirements for renewal should be estab-
lished in an individualized professional development plan (IPDP) that is
designed by the employing school s stem and the candidate for certifi-
cate renewal. The successful completion of the individualized profes-
sional development plan should be certified by the local school system to
the Maryland State Department of EchR

R2tionale. The Commission believes that it is in the public and professional in-
terest to discontinue the current practice that virtually amounts to life -iong certifica7
tion. The need for a principal to continuously keep abreast of the latest research and
practice through his or her career is obvious. Linking the recertification require-
ments to the individual% IPDP as proposed here is intended to achieve two objec-
tives: give added weight to the importance that the Commission places on the need
to systematically plan for the career-long training for the principalship, and provide
an additional focus for the evaluation practices I tsed by local districts. The recom-_
mended requirement that a local district official ce Olt( the successful attainment of
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the recertification_ plan provides the neceSsary check on the process as well as adds
an important qUality control measure. The state education agency can periodically
assess these proposed processes to ascertain that the objectives of the proposal are
being achieved and that the interest§ of the state are being protected.

Major Implieation(s). Major changes in the By=LawS of the Maryland State
Board of Education are required to implement these recc ,mendations. 9owever,
local systems need to carefully review their current evaluation practices in order to
assure that the intent of this recommendation is implemented. No fiscal implications
are perceived.

#4.7. A certificate for a non-practicing principal, includingassistant principals,
should be required to be reneWed every five years. The requirement for
renewal may be filet by: 1) completing locally approved workshops, and/
or 2) completing Maryland State Department of Education approved
workshops, and/or 3) completing coursework at an accredited college or
uniVersity. An individual not employed _as a practicing principal for a
five-year period must succesSfully complete a Maryland State Depart-
ment of Education assessment exercise prior to employment as a
principal:

Rationale. The need for the continuous, career=long training of assistant prin-
cipals is as compelling as that for principalS. The recommendation that an individual
not employed AS a practicing principal for a five-year period succesSfully complete an
MSDE assessment exercise as a prerequisite for recertification is designed to provide
a meaningful check that the individual has remained current in the intervening
years since receiving his or her preceding license to practice as a principal in this
state.

Major Implication(s). Major changes in the By-Laws of the Maryland State
Board of Education would be required to implement this recommendation.
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SECTION FIVE
Selection Practices

Introduction
Although colleges and universities are involved in preparation programs and

the state education agency is concerned with establishing certification and prepara-
tion program approval standards, the actual selection of principals is made by the
local school system. It is clearly one of the most critical decisions a local school sys-
tem must make;

A great deal is written about the importance of school leaders, especially school
principals, in establishing the climate and setting goals to maintain a school where
students can learn and develop positive attitudes. The selection of individuals who
have the potential for tremendous leadership energies needed by schools is of great
importance. Yet presently, the pool of candidates is essentially the result of a self-
selection process, determined primarily by who enrolls in the graduate colleges of
education and meet certification requirements of the state. Lynn Cornett, of the
Southern Regional Education Board, in a presentation to the Commission, made use
of the following quotes to characterize the principal selection situation in thiS
country:

Ernest Boyer describes the selection of school principals as "Cloudy as anything
on the job market." Roland Barth, of the Harvard Graduate School of Education
and himself a principal for many years, says that " . . . selection of principals
often involves in-house fighting; deals; and promises." Oftentimes hidden
agendas are at work. The selection may already have taken place but the process
including interviews may take place for political reasons. These are probably
extremes, but all the research points to selection processes at the local level that
are not well developed. In addition to being nebulous, very few of the local
selection systems take into account those behaviors or characteristics of individ-
uals that are strongly associated with effective lea lership.

Major Issues
In the view of the Commission, four fundamental over-arching questions em-

brace the basic issues that ought to be addressed in considering selection practices:

What processes should be used?
a What criteria should be used?

What elements of fairness, access, and aquity should be a part of the process
of selection?
Does the local control issue need strengthening or should a level of state in-
volvement in selection be stressed?
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Brief Description of Current Practice
The Commission collected data on the procedures_ used by school systems in

the state and nation to appoint principals. A survey of Maryland school systems
revrAed the following:

Each system has an established process for selecting principals.
The local superintendent makes the decision as to which candidateito nomi=
nate for board of education final approval: Local decisions are based on local
criteria; with the state being involved only with setting ceilification stan-
dards.
The interview is heavily relied on; although there is some variation based on
the siZe of the system. Some School systems go beyond the interview process,
usmg information gained from administrative training programs, assessment
centers; and internship programs.

Negotiated agreement provisions of selected school systems were also exam-
ined to identify additional information on the selection practices, but provided little
information.

Recent research on principal selec-tion practices at the local level was completed
by Richard Dent ler and Catherine Baltzell in 1982. They studied ten districts
throughout the country that varied by size, location, and type of district. The for-
mality of the decisions varied, but much of the process was described as "the way we
do it here with little written policy The selection processes, from posting a vacancy
to decision; were deeply rooted in the culture of the community, the school bureau-
cracy, and the superintendents desire for control of the situation.

Baltzell and Dent ler describe the selection process stages as: announcing vacan-
cies, establishing criteria, developing a pool of applicants (many of whom have been
ih the pdol for a number of years), screening, and decision making.

The most widescale state level programs involve the use of the NASSP Assess-
ment Center Project as an aid in local school district selection practices. South Caro=
him, in 1983, was the first state to institute a statewide program. Since then, North
Carolina and Maryland have established regional assessment centers.

A number of Southern Regional Education Board states passed extensive legis-
lation during 1984 related to school administrators and to the selection of principals.
In Florid., for example, each district is required to adopt and implement an objec-
tive-based process for screening and selecting assistant principalsand principals Us-
ing guidelines issued by the state. Florida has also conducted research to identify
characteristics of high-performing principals from which a list of basic competency
characteristics that school leaders should possess, as well as those possessed by the
"high performers," has been devAoped. School districts are required to develop a
comprehensive process that serves to screen, assess,and aid in developing the de-
sired characteristics in prospective school leaders. All districts must use some form
of performance sampling (job-related simulations, assessment center, or targeted Se=
lection interviews)_ in their system. In addition, the districts must provide feedback
and career counseling to all persons who have applied and whose performance has
been "sampled."

Another legislative initiative passed in some states is the testing of educators
'eking to become adriiinistrators. Georgia and Alabama now require testS for indi=
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viduals requesting initial certification. Florida and Texas have adopted legislation
that will require examinations for administrative personnel. Arkansas is currently
the only state that requires testing all veteran school personnel for recertification.

Recommendations of the Commission
Because of the importance of the selection process for principals, a three-step

model (pre-screening, screening, and selection stages) process is recommended for
consideration by local school systems as they work to improve their selection prac-
tices. The model is appropriate for the initial selection of principals, vice-principals,
and administrative assistants or interns. The second and third steps of the proposed
model (screening, selection) could also be used in the principal transfer and reas-
signment processes. Different standards would apply for different job descriptions,
but the same selection procedures could be followed.

Overall, the model is designed to improve a local school system's ability to iden-
tify the best possible person for a job as defined by the specific job description.
While current selection practices already include various aspects of the model, it is
hoped that this total proposal will provide a greater consistency and quality to the
selection processes across the state. The model emphasizes that particular attention
should be given to the development of job descriptions that are related to actual job
requirements, that the selection decision should be based on specific criteria, and
that objectivity should be emphasized. Fairness and equal access to the process for
all qualified individuals are important equity considerations. In addition, the selec-
tion process should be open and accessible to candidates from outside the school
system. Regional coordination of activities designed to develop applicant pools may
also be useful in achieving this latter goal.

An overview of the three-step model process for the selection of principals ar-
gued for here is presented below:

Pre-Screening. Goals of this part of the selection process are to provide poten-
tial candidates with the opportunity to receive the information; training, and
experiences needed to be iconsidered for positions in administration and to
provide school systems with as large a number of qualified potential candi-
dates as possible f 1- positions of educational leadership. Candidates are iden-
tified by self-nomination, along with counseling and encouragement by prac-
ticing administrators. The pre-screening process provides the candidates with
the chance to identify their career goals, seek to acquire needed academic and
professional training, improve personal qualities, and attempt to become eli-
gible for certification.
Screening. The job advertisement should honestly and accurately reflect the
vacancy and the application form designed to elicit all information desired
from applicants. The system's actions must be thorough and carefully docu-
mented. Such data as application materials, required written materials, cre-
dentials; references, and assessment reports should be carefully considered.
Selection. The individual selected must have the ability, will, and necessary
competendes to do the job. The individual should have successfully com-
pleted all of the assessment criteria established in the screening process. Even
with a high degree of objectivity in the process, the judgment of the superin-
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tendent complemented with the views of his or her staff will be an integral
part of the process. Once an individual is selected, a mentor should be desig-
nated to support each newly appointed principal.

More specific recommendations, all consistent with the proposed model, are
offered by the Commission.

#5.1. Since selection of principals is and should remain the responsibility_ of
local school systems, those systems should establish a comprehensive
process that encompasses pre-screening, screening, and selection activi-
tieS.

Ratzonale. This three-tier approach enables local school systems_ to identify in-
dividuals with leadership potential, develop their talent, and select the most quali-
fied candidate. Local school systems that commit the necessaryresources tu develop
this approach will be in a position to select the best possible candidates for school-
based administrative positions. Although the placement of individuals into school-
based administrative positions represents the final step of the selection process, it
cannot have significant meaning without legitimate pre-screening and screening
considerations. Given the importance of the principalship to the instructional im-
prove/Tient in the school; efforts to assure that highly qualified individuals are se-
lected for the position(s) are essential.

Major Implication(s). Some local school systems may need to restructure their
entire procedure for selecting principals, especially those systems without any sig-
nificant pre-screening activities. While this activity may have some minor fiscal im-
plications, the major impact will be on the workload of key administrative person-
nel. Policy development and enactment will be necessary.

#5.2. Local school systems should establish and publish a comprehensive pol-
icy that, identifies the process and Focedures to be used for selecting
principals. Moreover, the policy should address ethnic and gender repre-
sentation on screening and selection committees, an appeal process, and
reporting procedures that explain the selection process and its relation-
ship to merit and equity aims;

Rationale. Local school systems that take all necessary steps to ensure that se-
lection practices_ are as objective as possible will increase the validity of their selec-
tion process_ and, as a result, have more effective leaders in principalship positions;
Effective policy statements will serve to strengthen the legitima:y and integrity of
the selection process; widespread dissemination will enable all to have confidence in
the fairness, thoroughness, and objectivity of the process;

Major Implications. A number of local school systems may need to revise, pub-
lish, and disseminate their policies and procedures on selection practices.

#5.3. Local school systems should consider, as a matter of course, generating
an applicant pool of potential candidates for the school pnncipalship. Lo-
cal school systems should work, in conjunction with colleges and univer7
sities and the Maryland State Department of Education, to develop and
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implement the administrative training programs, apprenticeships, and/
or internship programs called for elsewhere in this report that,would en-
hance the identification and development of potential educational lead-
ers within the local school systems. Procedures should be designed to
monitor the progress of potential educational leaders as they enhance
their skills and qualifications.

Rationale. Local school systems that have ways to identify and build upon the
strengths of individuals with both the leadership capability and interest in becom-
ing principals make an investment in school administration. Implementing training
programs for poiential educational leaders will provide local school systems with an
opportunity to build a foundation for career growth within their school organiza-
tions. Maintaining a pool of highly motivated applicants who seek opportunities for
promotion and growth will serve to strengthen the selection process.

Major Implication(s). The establishment of new leadership development pro-
grams will have a significant fiscal impact for those systems that do not now have
such activities; They may find it advantageous to develop regional training pro-
grams rather than attempt to sponsor an individual system activity. Regional pro-
grams for staff development are being demonstrated all across the country as an
efficient and effective way to address common problems. Existing leadership de-
velopment training programs may need to be revised or formalized.

#5.4. Local school systems should establish selection practices that have appli-
cant intake processes open to all candidates who meet the eligibility crite-
ria. Eligibility criteria should state all of the duties and skills required for
principalship positions. All candidates who meet the eligibility criteria
should have equal access to participating in the selection process. Va-
cancy announcements should be widely disseminated.

Rationale. Selection practices operated in a fair and open manner and, equally
important, perceived to be that way by prospective applicants will encourage the
candidate's interest and confidence in the local school system; The local systems will
then be better able to seek the best candidates for principalship vacancies.

Major Implication(s). Some job descriptions may need to be revised. Practices
used by many districts for publishing and disseminating job openings and require-
ments would need revision.

#5.5. Local school systems should establish selection practices that balance
multiple sources of evidence with multiple sources of assessment infor-
mation in order to gain a comprehensive picture of all applicants before
the decision-making process begins.

Rationale. Using the interview process as the sole basis for making selection
decisions for school-based administrative positions is fraught with danger. The en-
re portfolio of the applicants including experience, knowledge, training and skill

development, and assessment data combine to provide a more reliable information
basis for use in selection decisions.

Major Implication(s). Some local school systems may need to revise their selec-
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tion practices and formalize the use of multiple sourceS Of eVidence. A number of
school systems have already begun thiS change by Using an assessment center as a
new part of their selection process: A minor fiscal impact will result.

#5.6. Local school systems should continually evaluate the reSults of selection
practices_and procedures in termS of ethnic and gender representation.
This evalitatidri process should go beyond looking at local education
agency affirmative,action goals and shOUld evaluate procedures that al-
low and minoritygroup members who demonstrate educational
leadership potential opportunities to obtain school principalship posi-
tions.

Rationale. Employment statistics clearly reflect the under-representation of
women and minorities in principalship positions in many districts. Given the poten-
tial loss of educational leadership, schools can have more effective principals if these
traditionally under-utilized groupS are provided full opportunities for promotion.

Major Iniplieation(s). Local school systems would need to commit their ener-
gies to affirmative action programs And eliminate any barriers that work to negate
merit and qualification as the prime factors in the selection practice.

#5.7. The continual evaluation called for_above should include All Other facets
of the selection_ process. PerSOrinel froth each segment of the selection
process should be involved in the review, evaluation, and revision of the
policies and procedures. The evaluation proteSS arid outcomes should be
well publicized.

iRationale. Unless there is a cOnSeriSUS that existing selection practices within
local school_systems need change in substantial ways, any effort to improve princi-
pal selection practices will be of limited valtie. InVolVement in the policy evaluation
process of as many profesSibnals as pdssible is one way to build consensus.

Major Implication(s). Some local school systems will need to establish a formal
process for evaluating their selectiori practices. Other local school systemsmay need
to modify their current evaluation policy

#5.8. A comprehensive supply and demard study of the principalship should
be conductediin the Mee periodically This should be a collaborative ef-
fort supported by local school districts, colleges and universities, and the
state education agency.

Rationale. Current data from which projected personnel needs can be devel-
oped is necessary for statewide, individual local school system, and college and uni-
versity planning.

Major Implication(s). The design Arid initial collection of data for supply and
demand studies will require some resource allocations. Once done, the continuous
up-dating of the data should not be a major effort.
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#5;9 Beginning and career salaries paid to principals must be competitive
with and comparable to salaries for key leadership personnel in business
and government. Year-round employment should be considered for all
principals.

Rationale The successful recruitment of quality candidates for the principal-
ship is dependent on many factors, not the least of which are beginning and career
salaries that are professionally competitive and market sensitive The use of a
twelve-month contract, noted elsewhere as an important facilitator for establishing
meaningful professional development activities, would also contribute to the goal of
making the principalship an attractive career.

Major Implication(s). A major fiscal impact for many systems across the state
would result from the implementation of this recommendation.



SECTION SIX
Pro essional Development Practices

Introduction
Career-long learning is a fundamental part of the continuing growth and de-

velopment of the principal and the school served.
The following beliefs provided the basic framework for the Commission's rec-

ommendations on professional development of school principals:

The principal is the key to school improvement and effectiveness.
Professional development is essential for professional growth and, therefore,
should be mandated.
Effectixe professional development requires a comprehensive and on-going
approach.
Professional growth should be emphasized to enhance the motivation of prin-
cipals to participate fully in the individualized professional development pro-
gram (IPDP).
An understanding of adult learning styles must underlie the development
and implementation of professional inservice programs.
Professional development programs should be a career-long, individualized,
continuing process.
The commitment, collaboration, and financial support of the local school sys-
tems, the Maryland State Department of Education, and colleges and univer7
sities are vital to the development and maintenance of effective professional
development programs for principals.

Major Issues
The Commission considered the following major issues regarding professional

development programs during the course of its deliberations:

planning and delivery of professional development programs
organizational commitment for professional development
funding for professional development programs
collaborative relationships among local school systems, the Maryland State
Department of Education, and colleges and universities.

Brief Description of CurreAt Practice

Local School System Level
A majority of the local school systems in Maryland provide professional de-

velopment programs for principals; however, they vary greatly in their comprehen-
siveness. Virtually all local school_systems participate in the Maryland Professional
Development Academy sponsored by the Maryland State Department of Education.
Some local systems use the Academy as their main formal professional development
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program offered to principals; others take advantage of the grant assistance offered
by the Academy to further eXtend profeSsional growth opportunities.

Some local school systems meet monthly to offer principalsan opportunity for a
"one shot" professional development program. A feW others take their principals on
a yearly retreat and conduct professional development programs ina conference set-
ting.

A numl:*r of local school Systing have highly structured professional develop-
ment programs that are continuous and cover a wide variety of educational issues.

There seems to be very little formal systmAtic collaboration between local
school systems and colleges and universities relating to professional development
programs for principals.

Maryland State Level
At the state level, the Maryland Professional 1XveloFiment Academy provides

the basis for the Maryland State DepartMent of Education's effort to provide profes-
sional development to principals. This program_enjoys a high level of interest among
the local school systems. The Aca&my also offers local school systems an intern-
ship_ program in school adriiinistration. The internship program is designed to de-
velop prospective school leaders who have been identified as such by their local
school superintendents.

National Level
Some professional organiiatioris and colleges and universities offer profes-

sional development programs for principals on the national level. The three major
national principals' associatiohS §ponscir annual conferences and regional institutes
to provide professional development programs for their respective members.

The National Association of Secondary School Principals developed the Assess-
ment Center Project that has been implemented by some school systems throughout
t5e rountry As a follow-upto its Assessment Center, the ASSociation more recently
aeveloped the Springfield DeVelopmental Prograin to provide principals with struc-
tured professional development activities.

Princ4a1s often participate in professional growth opportunities, such as na-
.ioni: 3na enees and regional institutes and seminars, sponsored by the Associaz

fr,v Supk rvision and Curriculum Developmrit and the American Association
Sc;filol A. i --,inisirators for their respective members.

. 7:e col; tge and university level, two exemplary professional development
foi incipals can be found at Harvard University and the University of

11,! h_a:vard Graduate School of Education offers the Principal's Center, a
t: kat provides principals a forum for the -. schange of i&AS and the acquisi-

tic,' et nc vt. skills.
live Division of Educational Policy and Management at the University of Ore-

gor c;indt;cts two programs for RrincipalS that include the Executive Leadership
Progorn and the Research Based Training for School Administrators program. The
Executhre Leadership Program offers statewide workshops on pertinent educational
issues designed to enhance the prolesSiOnal and personal knowledge of experienced
administrators. The Research Based Training for School Administrators program
disseminates research findings and state=of=the=art literature in education and man-
agement to school administrators.
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Recommendations of the Commission
The recommendations of the Commission for improving professional develop-

ment programs for principals are presented Mow.

#6.1. A policy commitment and adequate systemic financial support by the lo-
cal school systems, the Maryland State Department of Education, and
colleges and universities are essential for the development and imple-
mentation of professional development programs.

Rlitionale. Effective professional development programs must have the full
philosophic and fiscal support of the educational leadership if leadership develop-
ment activities are to occur. This support serves to formulate policy objectives and
long range systemic professional development goals. Time for professional develop-
ment activities as well as resources for the activities must be provided to ensure the
continued professional growth of all school principals;

Major Implication(s). Local school systemsand the Maryland State Department
of Education will have to develop more effective funding strategies to adequately
finance professional development programs. One such strategymay be allocating a
percentage of the total operational budget to professional development programs.
Because continuous professional development must be an integral component of the
principalship, those_local school systems that do not currently employ principals on
a tWelve-month basis should consider doing so. The stammer months provide an
excellent ( pportunity for local school systems to conduct professional development
programs. The Maryland State Department of Education should continuP to fund,
support, and increase the grant allocations of the Maryland Professional Develop-
ment Academy Public colleges and universities and the Maryland State Board of
Higher Education should reevaluate their credit count driven budget process when
providing public service to local school systems and the Maryland State Department
of Education.

#6.2 Local school systems should be the primary decision maker for the design
and implementation of professional development programs. Local dis-
tricts should develop comprehensive professional development plans _that
address district or area concerns and procedures to implement individu-
alized professional development plans (IPDPs) that enhance the skills of
principals.

Rationale. Each local school system should have the responsibility and the au-
tonomy of adt nistering its own professional development program to immediately
address local e-'1 cational concerns and to maintain local control. Local school sys-
tems using indivIdualized professional development programs can work simultane-
ously with all priipals to address school system, local school, and individual pro-
(--csional development needs.

Major Implication(s); Local school systems will need to develop policy and de-
sic professional de-veiopment programs to meet local needs. Individualized profes-
sial development pl is that recognize the professional growth of principals as a
major organizational p- ,ority must be formulated. Local school system policy and
fiscal implications would reSult.
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#6.3. Each local school system's professional development program should be
developed as a result of a collaborative effort among the Maryland State
Department of Educafion, colleges and universities, and other local
school systems (especially where regional programs may_be more feasi-
ble thar, local ones). Furtilermore, colleges and universities are encour-
aged to provide personnel assist local school systems with the devel-
opment; critique, and delivery of professional development programs.
The Maryland State Department of Education should also develop pro-
fessional programs that address statewide concerns in collaboration with
local school systems.

Rationale. Every effort should be explored to assure that local school systems
have the technical assistance and support to plan and conduct professional develop-
ment programs; This support; with both finances and personnel, should primarily
come from the Maryland State Department of Education and colleges and univer-
sities. This synergistic relationship would serve only to strengthen professional de-
velopment programs at all ley- !: Iss the state.

Mafor Implication(s) J Sta:e Board for Higher Education and the
Maryland State Board of Old explore ways to eliminate barriers that
presently restrict rpllaborat. :ocal school systems, the Maryland State
Department of Educati( apd universities. Such barriers include, but
are not limited to, ove: oudget process that stresses credit-hour count;
the pressures for professtIrs tt. oiish or o uct research rather than provide pub-
lic service to the k)cal school systet ls; and tne many varied demands made upon the
time of MSDE and local school system administrative officials.

#6.4. The administrative evaluation process of local school systems should in-
clude, in addition to performance-based criteria, individualized profes-
sional development plans (IPDPs) for principals that contain objectives
and action plans that have been jointly agreed upon by the individual
and the evaluator. The IPDP should also contain specific action designed
for growth in the performance of professional responsibilities of princi-
pals. An assessment concept can be used to identify the professional de-
velopment needs of principals. This information should be used by prin-
cipals to formulate the individualized professional development plans.

Rationale. Participation by principals in professional development programs
will be increased if the concept is made a part of the local school system's evaluation
process, By linking the individualized professional development plan to the evalua-
tion and certification processes, local school systems emphasize the importance of
lifelong learning and its relationship to effective school-based administrative perfor-
mance. Professional development programs should be an integral component of
principals' normal job-related activities, not viewed as an addition to their work
schedule. Such techniques as mentorships, especially for newly appointed princi-
pals, and peer reviews hold promise for supporting professional development and
assistance.

Major Implication(s). Local school systems will need to revise their evaluation
process to incorporate the individualized professional development plan (IPDP).
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Also, as_established previously, the proposed ceitifiCate renewal standards should
be based on a principal's IPDP

#6.5. Colleges and universities have developed reward systems for both pro-
motion and tenure, as well as merit salary, that emphasize the faculty
member's research, publications, and teachingbut do not give much con-
sideration to service _ If colleges and uniVersities are to participate effec=
tively with state ana Ical school personnel in providing profeSsionak de-
velopment programs for principals,_ the existing reward structures must
be modified so that incentives, not barriers, exist for college and univer=
sity faculty to assist in this collaboration.

Rvtionale: It is dear that college and university faculty members are eXpected
to teach, conduct research, and publish. While "service" is also stated as an objec=
five, little clarity exists on what "service" is and howifat allit fits into exiSting
college and university reward structures. In 1984, a Maryland State Board for Higher
Education (SBHE) AdviSory Task Force studied this issue and recommended that the
concept of "profession-related public service" becornt a part of the college and Uni-
versity faculty evaluation system. The SBHE Task Force noted that providing re7
wards and incentives is the single most critical factor in determining the extent And
effect of the commitment of colleges and universities to real collaboration with public
school systems. In 1986, the SBHE formally adopted the Maryland Statewide Plan
for Postsecondary Education, which includes a major section on Strengthening part-
nerships with the public schools. The issue is clear, Well-researched, well-docu-
mented, and yet remains a major problem

Major Implication(s). A re-ordering of college and university priorities as well
as resources would be necessary to implement this proposal.
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SECTION SEVEN
Evaluation Practices

Introduction
The establishment of meaningful evaluation plans for principals commands

high public and professional interest. Formal evaluation of administrators is a rela-
tively recent development and remains today a largely underdeveloped activity im-
mersed in seemingly endless debate concerning both its purpose and processes.

The continuing search for means of providing effective performance appraisal
of principals is a priority of the highest order. Failure to do so will seriously under-
mine all other efforts to strengthen the principalship addressed in this report.

Presently in Maryland, organizational responsibility for the evaluation of prin-
cipals rests exclusively with each local school district.

Major Issues
As is to be expected, the issue of the evaluation of principals forces one to con-

sider a number of questions. Embedded in them are differing value judgments as
well as, varying viewpoints on how best to approach the task once agreement is
reached on the fundamental purpose of performance appraisal.

In the view of the Commission, lour fundamental over-arching, and what we
regard in many ways to be, sequential questions embrace the basic issues that ought
to be addressed in considering evaluation practices:

What should be the purpose or purposes of evaluation?
What should be the focus of evaluation?
What should be the conditions of the evaluation?
Who should evaluate the principal?

To these four fundamental questions we add a fifth that is increasingly being
posed as an outgrowth of the broad-based school improvement initiatives underway
all acroSs the nation:

What should be the role of the state in the evaluation of principals?

Brief Description of Current Ptattite
The following major observations concerning current practices in the state and

ration are organized around the five major questions cited above:

While the purpose of evaluation is not always established in policy, it seems
that most systems embrace features of both formative evaluation (help indi-
vidual principals improve performance) and summative evaluation (help
make judgments about principal performance for use in personnel decisions).
The majority of systems combine three themes in implementing their evalua-
tion programs: the use of personal traits or characteristics of principals pre-
sumed to be associated with effectiveness; the processes used by principals in
the performance of specific functions; and the assessment of performance ob-
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jectives; most often mutually determined by both the evaluator and the prin-
cipal.
The conditions under which evaluations are performed vary substantially in
local school systems; however, the following patterns are used 131 majority of
systems; annual evaluations; a common set of procedural steps (,e;g;; a writ-
ten self-revaluation; both a preliminary and a culminating conference between
the evaluator and evaluatee; an evaluation report submitted to the evaluatee
and requiring a sign-off; and the option of the evaluatee to file a dissenting
statement); multiple sources to collect data (e.g., observations provided by the
principal's immediate supervisor and self-evaluation); and a combination of
techniques to record evaluation data, especially item checklists.,
Responsibility for conducting the evaluation seems to be a function of the en-
rollment size of the system in that the superintendent is often the evaluator in
smaller districts whereas this responsibility-is assumed by the principal's im-
mediate supervisor in the larger districts. Few districts make use of an ap-
praisal team; although _many of_the, larger systems involve a number of indi-
viduals in some facet of the evaluation.
Unlike many states; the evaluation of principals in Maryland rests exclusively
with each of the twenty-four local jurisdictions; the By-Laws of the State Board
of Education are silent on this issue.

Recommendations of the Commission
The recommendations that follow are organized into four categories: organiza-

tional responsibility for evaluation, purposes of evaluation, procedures to be used,
and the nature and use of evaluatio, instruments.

Organizational Responsibility for Evaluation
Concerning the organizational responsibility for the evaluation of principals, it

is recommended that:

#7.1. The long-standing tradition of local control over all aspects of the evalua-
tion of principals is the most effective system and should be retained.

kitionale. A local school system has the ultimate responsibility for the person-
nel it employs. It follows, then, that the individual district should have the auton-
omy to design the evaluation system most appropriate to its goals; needs; and tradi-
tion; The most meaningful role for the state and colleges and universities in this
activity is providing technical assistance to local districts on request.

Major Implication(s). This recommendation is consistent with current practice
in the state. Therefore, no regulatory action is required. Similarly, no major fiscal
implications are perceived.

Purposes of Evaluation
Concerning the purposes of evaluation, it is recommended that:

#7.2. The overriding purposes of evaluation should be three-fold: it should
serve as a means to help individuals improve Oleir effectiveness, aid in
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improving the quality of education at the school building site, and con-
tribute to the improvement of the school system.

gatiortale. The Commission holds the view that the evaluation of principals
must achieve three over-riding objectives: improve the performance of the individ-
uals and bring about improvement in the school, and subsequently, the school_sys-
tem. It rejects the notion that evaluation cannot simultaneously serve these three
purposes. And it is confident Cpat the professional community has the commitment
and creativity to establish a planned; structured system to accommodate these ob-
jectives.

Major Imphcation(s). This recommendation does not carry any perceived major
regulatory or fiscal implications. However, major changes must be made in local sys-
tem policies that are vague regarding evaluation or that are less comprehensive than
those argued for here;

Procedures to be Used
Concerning the procedures to be used in evaluation, it is recommended that:

#7.3. Six common a aponents should be incorporated in all evaluations: an
initial systematic review of the role and function of the individual, the
establishment of performance standards, a comprehensive review of
progress, an assessment of achievement, a review of the results, and the
development of an individual professional development plan (IPDP) for
each principal.

FIGURE 7.1

THE COMMON COMPONENTS OF THE EVALUATION PROCESS
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Rationale Collectively these six common components hi the evaluation pro-
cess are essential to a high quality, comprehensive, and equitable system. The use of
all six together represents a synthesis of what the literature suggests is the best of the
state of the art in evaluation practice. All six components should be used for all prin-
dpal evaluations; irrespective of elementary, middle/junior; or senior high school
level.

Major Imphcation(s). No major regulatory or fiscal implications al.e perceived to
implement this recommendation. However; since common practice in Maryland
does not include use of all six components for all principals, it will be necessary for
many local school systems to adopt major changes in their cur:ent procedures. Of
particular importance will be the need for many districts to greatly enhance profes-
sional development for both evaluators and principals.
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#7.4. I the_implementation of these common components, the distinctions in
the role and fUnction of elementary, middle/junior high, and senior high
school principals should be appropriately reflected.

Rationale: Differences in the role and function of elementary, middle/junior,
and senior high school principals in all elements of the evaluation should be ac-
knowledged. These differences, especially those having to do with the diversif:, of
curriculum, the specialization of staff, the nature of the student body, the scope of
the program, and diversity of publics dealt with, trust be reflected in the way that
the six components are designed and implemented. And nowhere is this more true
than in the review of the role and function, the establishment of performance stan-
dards, and the assessment of achievement phases of the evaluation.

:Major Iniplication(s). No major regulatory or fiscal implications are perceived to
implement this recommendation. However, this largely technical problem, while
solveable, would require many lc. 1 school qystems in the state to engage in a major
overhaul of their existing :nraluation insirurnents.

#7.5. A formal evaluation for both newly _appointed principals and for those in
trie first v. of a_ reassignment should be conducted at the end of the first
yeat an:i at t..4.o-year intervals thereafter. The prime responsibility for the
.,.valiiation Should !oe assigned to an individual or individuals in regular
cont3ct with the evaluatee (e.g., the immediate supervisor). Howeveri
great -ri:4re should be exercised in establishing the number of principals to
be assigned_ to one evaluator; given the need for a comprehensive and
valid evaluation.

Ratiorale. Maximum benefits of evaluation for both the individual and the
school system will be realized if the activity _is systematic and timely The call for a
formal evaluation at the end of year one for both new or reassigned principals will
contribute to these twin objectives. The recommendation that all subsequent evalua-
tions occur at two-year intervals rather than a more protracted period is intended to
achieve these same goals, although the two-year cycle also acknowledges that many
major self-improvement or building or system-wide objectives require more than a
single year to be accompliched

The prime responsibility fol .'valuation of the principal should rest with his/her
immediate supervisor since this individual is the most knowledgeable about the
scope of the:work of the principal. This recommendation should in no way preclude
involving others also knowledgeable about the work of the principal on an appraisal
team that would provide additional insights for use by the evaluator.

Completion of all aspects of the comprehensive evaluation called for here is a
time-consuming and demanding task In the norn.31 course of a year, each super-
visor would be expected to devote a substantial arnriunt of his or her time to this
activity. Although the Coiiirnission holds the view that the meaningful evaluation of
principals is one of the most important functions that a supervisor can perform, it iS
also mindful that ordinarily :his responsibility is but one of many duties of most
senior level administrators; N .netheless, the Commission feels strongly that quality
will suffer if too many evaluations are assigned to one individual, or the members of
a complementary appraisal team, in any given year. If adjustments in the workload
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of supervisors, particularly those in the state's larger systems, must be made, these
should be done in areas other than evaluation:

Major Implication(s). No major regulatory implications are perceived to imple-
ment this recommendation: However, a two-year interval for evaluations of expe-
rienced principals will require adjustments in the work demands on evaluators in
those school systems that presently have shorter or longer time intervals for this
activity. Additionally; objectives will need to be viewed in terms of both short- and
long-range achievement. To make this process most effective; local school systems
must carefully plan interim year data gathering activities:

Furthermore,_ many school systems will need to establish mechanisms for the
collection and analysis of written data from members of the school system who have
both direct and indirect experier ces with the principal during his/her evaluatic!

), major adjustments in the org. .)nal structures of many of the state's large-
school systems would be required to accommodate this recommendation and an ::
mediately related one (recommendation #6) that calls for the assignment of prLme
responsibility for evaluation to the principal's immediate supervisor. An additional
cost to a local system could likely result from assigning fewer evaluations to evalua-
tors in those systems where the current pattern is to assign unreasonably large num-
bers of evaluauons to a single evaluator.

#7.6. Supporting data to be used in the evaluation should be established by the
evaluator and evaluatee at the beginning of the process. Carefully con-
structed and highly individualized written self-evaluations should be an
integral part of the evaluation of a principal.

Rationale. The Commission believes _that principals must participate in and
fully understand the %! tent and scope of the evaluation. It is at the pre-evaluation
con'ference where the most useful discussions can occur and where a supporting
relationship can be first established. It is here that the evaluator can establish the
school system's expectations and it is here that the evaluatee can provide his or her
insights on data that will be most useful in conducting the evaluation. Additionally,
engaging principals in the early determination of the scope and processes to be used
will more likely result in their viewing the evaluation as an opportunity, not a threat.

Moreover, self-evaluations, when used alone, are not reliable indicators of per-
formance. However; when used in conjunction with the ta called for in the preced-
ing recommendation, they can be extremely worthwhile and shouldibe used. They
are one of the best ways to find out how principals think they are doing and thus
help pinpoint areas of individual strengths and weaknessel;. As such, thLy are a
powerful diagnostic tool to assist in a principal's self-improvi -,mt efforts.

Major Implleation(s). No major regulatory or fiscal implications are perceived to
implement this recommendation. However, many or the state's school systems will
need to establish guidelines for monitoring the implementation of system-wide use
of comparable data by different evaluators in cases where more than one person pro-
vides data for use in the evaluation. Additionally, since most Maryland school sys-
tems do not currently use individualized self-evaluation approaches in a systematic
manner, local guidelines will need to be established to assure consistency and
quality.
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#7.7. The processes and practices used by the principal in monitoring student
performance data and faculty performance data and the way in which
these data are used to achieveschool system goals should be included in
the scope of the evaluation. HOwever, care must be exercised that infor-
mation of this type is unquestionably reliable, valid, and relevant.

Rahonale. The uses of student achievement data and faculty performance data
are important ,v-vay to achieve two of the three over-riding purposes of evaluation
(judging the performance of the school building and the school system) and should
be incorporated, along With other data, in the establishment of performance stan-
dar& arid in the assessment of achievement. On this the Commission has no qualths
whatsoever. If the primary mission of schools is to educate children and youth; then
the evaltiatibri Of principals should be based in part on the processes and practices
the principal uses to monitor students' learning, to monitor student and staff atten-
dance, and_ to use other measUreS that are central prerequisites for schooling.

MajOr Implication(s). No major regulatory implications are perceived to imple-
ment this recommendation. However, a clear fisejl note ;s recognized in that the use
of this type of data and the procedures necessary for their implementation would
require a _local system to develop comprehensive and longitudinal data banks for
each building level unit in the district. Technical problems of this type, while solve-
able, woUld require a commitment of substantial resources. Additionally, it is aritici:
pated that major modifications in the prevailing practices of many systems would be
required in order to make a principal truly accountable for_the way in which he or
monitors and takes action to influence the achievement of some measures (e.g ,
teacher attendance practices, student attendance patterns).

#7.8. The local school system shouLl commit necessary resources for the periz
odic and Systematic training in personnel appraisal for all evaluators.

Rationale. A poorly trained evaluator can negativeiy affect even Lie beSt de=
Signed evalUation system. On the other hand, an unqualified evaluator tan virtually
destroy the comprehenSive System called for in this report. Moreover, wie of the
MiniMal eXpectations of the evaluatee should be that those who do the evaluation
possess the necessary skills arid coMpetericieS required. Evaluation is an imprecise
practice arid prObably_always will be. It will always require the use of qualitatiVe
judgMent in all of its elements. But there is no catiSe tb believe that evaluators; by
virtue of their position Or ekperience, automatically possess requisite skills. A sys.--
tematic training program in personnel appraisal is one of the absolute conditions for
a high quality program.

Major Implicatioi(s). No major regulatory implications are perceived to imple:
merit this recommendation. However, from what the Commission has been able to
discern from the limited data available, most school systems tend to devote meager
resourceS to professional development programs generally and particularly to the
important function of training of its evaluatOrS. Thus a widespread recommitment of
resources for thiS activity appears to be a necessity in many situations.
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#7.9. All elements of the evaluation procedures for principals should them-
selves be subjected tb periodic analysis to ensure that the processes used
are consistent with the three over-riding objectives and that individuals
are treated fairly and even;handedly. Principals should be deeply en-
gaged in these assessments.

Rationale. The need for the periodic review of the entire evaluation system is
no different from the need to subject all educational practices to regular examination
and to ask the dual questionsDoeS the progiam do what it is intended to do? And,
if not, Why not? MoreOver, like many other comprehensive activities that involve
human relationships at the most fundamental level, Appages occur and contingen-
des frequently arise whose impact On the process must be assessed. And, given the
imprecise nature Of the current state of the art, period evaluation just ritakeS good
management sense.

The special note that fair treatment of the principal be one of the foci of the
evaluation design is intended to give prominence to the fact that the evaluation of
principals, while an abSolute neceSSity, is nonetheless a complex process for the
evaluatee. One of the minimal expectations of the principal should be that hiS or her
fair treatment_is guaranteediat every Stag0 of the activity.

The insights of those who are the focus of the activity are probably unmatched
in revealing the strengths and weaknesses of the process. AS Such, they should be
sought when designing and conducting the assessment. Moreover, the involvement
of principals should contribute to the development of a sense of ownership in the
system as well as contribute to the quality of the analyses.

Major Implication(s). No riiajor regulatory or fiscal implications are perceived to
implement this recommendation.

The Nature and Uses of Evaluation Instruments
Concerning the nature and uses of evaluation instruments, it is recommended

that:

#7,10. Because of its necessary centrality to the entire evaluation process, great
care should be ekerciSed tb ensure that the evaluation instrument used is
highly compatible with the stated purposes of the evaluation. Moreover,
the six major functions of the principalship, particularly the central re-
sponsibility for instructibhal maintenance and improvement; should be
used as the building blocks for construction of the evaluation instru7
ment. And, finally, perfortriante -criteria should be used to meaStire the
bbjectiveS Of the eValUation. However; the performance criteria used as
well as the entire instrument should be designed to ensure that mean-
ingful differentiation 6f leVelS 6f performance can be assessed and dis7
played; anri so that the necessary planned individualized professional
developmcAt program (IPDP) can be more readily implemented:

Rational?. The need for a close fit between the purposes of evaluation and the
ument employed to c.,tablish performance standards and assess achievement is

obviou_: The evaluation instrument is the primary means of implementing many of
the objectives of eva 'uation. The recommended use of the six major functions of the
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principalship as the building blocks for conStriiction of the instrument is intended to
call attention, in rtill another way, to the absolute necessity of a cloSe match between
the recommended role of the principal and the purpuses of evaluation.

The exclusive use of nebulous or open-ended essa., -type descriptiOnS of either
perforMance standards to be used or the assessment of reSultS of an evaluation will
in no way be adequate to serve the multiple purposes of evaluation called for here, or
facilitate the successful implementation of the recommended procedures to govern
the activity. Rather, what is required are performance criteria that are valid and reli-
able nwasures of characteristics that are being evaluated, supported by meaningful
nArraive statements.

The achievement of the three over-riding purposes of evaluation is also depen=
dent upon the meaningful differentiation of levels of performance. The individual is
not likely to know about his or her own professional developrherit heeds provided
only a "satisfactory" or "unsatisfactory" rating on one or more of the perforrharice
criteria. Nor Will the performance of the school or the school SyStem be possible with
Rich responses. Indeed, the very use of performance criteria implies a rating scale of
different, and relatively sophisticated, levels of achievement.

Major Implicatioas). No major regulatory or fiscal ithplications would be re-
quired to implement this recommendation. However, many districts will need to
engage in a major overhaul of their existing evaluation instruments. This largely
technical problem should be easily solved. Not so easily resolved, howev2r, is the
requirement that evaluators possess the requisite skill to effectively implement the
differential instrument called for here. This absolute prerequiSite is additional justi.
fication for the need to provide a comprehensive professional development program
for evaluatorS in performance appraisal.
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SECTION EIGHT
A Recapitulation of the Recommendations

And Their Major Perceived Implications

This report contains a total of forty-eight (48) recommendations for enhancing
the effectiveness of the principalship in the schools of this state: The recommenda-
fions span a full range of activities from strengthening the pool of candidates for the
principalship (preparation programs, certification requirements; and selection prac-
tices); to enhancing the effectiveness of existing principals (professional develop-
ment practices and evaluation practices). All of the recommendations on these issues
were driven by a rationale on what the Commission believes should be the role and
function of the principal in striving for quality schooling.

The distribution of the forty-eight recommendations by topical area is as fol-
lows:

the role and function of principals 1 recommendation
preparation programs 16 recommendations
certification requirements 7 recommendations
selection practices 9 recommendations
professional development practices 5 recommendations
evaluation practices 10 recommendations

For the most part; no significance should be attributed to ;he uneven number of
recommendat:ons across the six categories. Ali six areas are regarded to be critical by
the Commission. Differences in the number reflect the particular approaches used
by sub-committees in examining topics more than they do the relative importance
that the Commission assigned to an issue. The one general exception to this pattern
concerns preparation programs. The relatively large number of recommendations
here does in fact reflect the importance the Commission has given to the need for
strengthening precertification preparation programs for principals offered by col-
legesand universities:

A recapitulation of the themes of the forty-eight recommendations is presented
in the following table. Also shown is the nature of the major perceived implication(s)
of each recommendation for the organization that the recommendation is directed to
(local school districts, colleges or universities, the Maryland State Department of
Education; the Maryland State Board for Higher Education). Three possible types of
major implications are established:

P = a program modification would be required to implement the
recommendation

R = a regulatory modification would be required to implement the
recommendation

F = major new financial resources would be required to implement the
recommendation
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TABLE BA

A Recapitulation of the Themes of the Commission

Recommendations and Their Perceived Major Implications

Themes of the Recommendations'

Organization(s) Recommendation Directed to

and Nature of Perceived linplicaionb

_ State State

iodi Colleges Department Board for

_School and of Higher-
Districts Universities Education Education

SECTION TWO! ROLE AND FUNCTION

2: l principal should provide both the educational leadership and

management direction for the school in six functional areas

SECTIO" THREE: PREPARATION PROGRAMS

Student Recruitment and Admissions

3.1. C&Us.and LEAs should F.114,74e in systematic and sustained

recruitment; special atteouilishould be given to recruitment of

minority group members and women, and (ndividuals outside

education who can meet certification requirements

3.2 admission standards should assure admission of only intellectually
_

promising and those who have aptitude for the principalship; C&Us

sLould make uSe of pre-admission skill exercises for both admission

decisions and program planning

individuals admitted to program must -hold (or be eligible to hold)

an advanced professional certificate (APC), or its equivalent;

directly related to area of teaching

3,4. C&U, aided by LEAs and MSDE, should aggressively seek ways to

promote full-time study

Program Accessibili.h-i

3.5. MS13HE should accelerate planning for an approved program on

Eastern Shore IF



TABLE 8.1 (continued

Themes of the Recommendations'

Organization(s) Reconoendation Directed to

and Nature of Perceivid Implicationb

State State
Local Colleges Department Board for

School and of Higher
Districts Universities Education Education

Pr Tani Content
_

3.6. program should include n..'t less than 36 graduate semester hourS of

which 6 are devoted to clinical experiences

3.7. program should give prominence to large body of conceptual

knowledge.and. the development of clinical skills in ten areas

3.8: program should reflect demonstrable differences in levels of the

principalship

3.9. program should:include acquisition of cognitive knowledge in

resead methociologies

3.10. numerous, well-designed, and diverse clinical experiences are

required

3.11. candidates for graduation must demonstrate comrdencies in clinical

skill areas

Alethods of Instruction and Mode of Delivery

3.12. Cais.should move away from.almost.exclusive use of the didactic

approach in a classroom setting; should establish mechanism for

joint development of instructional materials and joint use of

promising technology

Relations with Constituent Groups.

3.13, meaningful cooperation between CLis and LEAs must he

aggressively pursued, especially with:regard ,to recruitment Of

pninising candidates, development Of intensive dinical experienceS,

and improVement of research component of program

P,F



;44-ding

W.31!E, working w0 state's OWL C&Us, should seek changes in

.istilgstote funding formulae and adopt an allocation system that

mcre Adequately supports hi0er costs of graduate professional

eda iti6h

hog ram

3:15. MSDE shOuld undertake a comprehensive reassessment of its

current program approval standards

3.16 C&Us should engage in periodic comprehensive self-evaluations

SECTION FOUR: CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

Criteria for Initial Certiftcation

t 1. aplicants_must satisfy 3 conditions: hold; or beeligible i hold; an

advanced professional certificate (APC);_hold_a master's degree from

an. accredited C or and; _have 5 years of successful teaching

experienceat appropriate level

4.2 forgraduates_aa.Maryland-accredited Cior U, oily those who

complete an approved program for scii,00l-based administrators

should be eligible for a certificate (a 5..year transition pefiod should

be allowed for implementation)

43 gradUates of an approved program for school7based.administrators

Offered by an accredited C )r U in Maryland must successfully

complete an MSDE_assessment exercise
.

4.4 gr4uatesof an =edited C or U outside the state must-stibmit a

comprehensive case file for review and approval bir an %PE panel,

and those yith less than 3years of experience as a principal must

successfully complete an MSDE assessment exerdse

Of CIO-WW1 ad DaratiOn Priád

4,5, existing practice of awarding certificate based on level of assignment

should be retained

4.6. a certificatefor a practicing principal should be required to be

renewed every 5 years and requirements for,renewal Shedd bi

established in an individualized yrofessional development plan

(1PDP) designed by employing district and the candidate



111.1....=.

TAM' ,ontinued)

Themes of the Recommendationsa

Orpnization(s) Recommendation Directed to

and Nature of Perceived Implicationb

State State

Local Colleges Department Board for

School and of Higher

Districts Universities Education Education_

4.7. a cEtificate for non-practidng principal, including assistant

prindpals, slould be recr tired to he renewed every 5years;

requirements for renewal may be met by comOeting locally

approved workshops or programs, andlor MSDE approved:

workshops or programs, andlor coursework at a C or U; indiVidtv is

not employed as a practicing principal for a 5-year period must

successfully complete an MSDE assessment exercise

SECTION FIVE: SELECTION PRACTICES

5.1. LEAs should establish a comprehensive 3-step process the

encompasses pre-screeningi screening, and selection activities

5.2. LEAs.should establish.and.publis.h_a_comprehensive policy which

identifies the process and procedures_ to_be used

5.3. LEAs should consider generating an applicant pool of potential

candidates-

5.4. 1 EAs should establish selection practices that have applicant intake

processes that are open to all Who meet eligibility requirements

5.5. LEAs should establish selection practices that balance rn0 plc

sources of .evideace and multiple sources of assessment inforna:

5:6: LEAs should_continually evaluate_theresults oftheirselectioli

practi,7es in terms ,f ethnic and sender representation

5.7. pers-onnel from each segment of the selection process should be

invOlved in evaluation

P,R

PR,F



5,8, comprehensive supply and demand study should be conducted

periodically, sponsored by LEAs, CILUs, the MSDE; and the

MSBHE

5.9. beginning and career salaries must be ropetitive with business

and government

SECTION SIX: PROESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PRACTICES

6.1 a poky commitment and adequate financial support by LEAs, the

MSDE and C&Us are_essential for the development and

implementafion of meaningful professional,development_ programs P,R;F P,F PF
6,2, LEAsshould be prime decision maker for the design and

Miplementationof programs; programs Should address district

concemi as well as individualized profesional development plans

(IPDPs)

6.3, each LEA. program should be developed as a result of a

collaboration effort among_the_MSDE; C&Us; and othetLEAs,

especially where regional programs may be more feasible; arUs are

encouraged to_provide personnel to LEAs; the MSDE shoOld alSo

develop programs that address state-wide concerns, in collaboration

with LEAs

6.4 the administrative evaliiation process of LEAs should alsoinclude

individUalized profissional development_plans. II!DPs) that contain

Objectives jointly agreed upon by the_individual and the evaluator P,R

6.5 the rewaid systeniused by_C&Us.must be modified so that

incenfives.;_not.barriers; eidst for faculty to actively participate in

professional development programs

SECION SEVEN: EVALUATION PRACTICES

OrganiutIonal Responsibthty

7.1, the long-standing tradition of control over all aspects of

evaluation should be retai,



TABLE 81 (continued)

Themes of the Recommendationsa

a......ars.1ffirse...

Organizatio(s) Recommendation Directed to

and Nature of P rceived implicafiob

State State

Local Colleges Department Board for

School and of Higher

Districts Universities Education Education

Purposes

7.2. the overriding purposes of evaluation should bi three-fold: serve as

a means to help individuals improve their effectiveness; aid in

improving the quality of education at the building site; and

contribute to over-all school system performance

Procedures to be Used

7.3, six common components should be incoiporated in all evaluations r,

7.4. dithnctionsin she roltand function of_elementary, middle/junior

high, and senior high principals should be appropriately reflected

formal evaluations for both newly appointed prindpas and for

those in first year of a reassignment should be conducted at end of

first year, and at two-year intervals thereafter; prime responsibility

for the evaluation should be assigned to an individual in regular

contact with the evaluatee; however, great care should be exern .

in establishing the number of principals assigned to one evaluator

7:6: supporting data to be used in the evaluation should be established

by theevaluator and eyaluatit at commencemeht cif the procos;

carefully constructed and highly indMdualized self-evahiations

should b-e an integral part of the eval-uation

the r vesses and practices used by the principal in monitoring

student perforrnance data ancl faculty performance dataand the

way in which these data are used to achieve school system goals

should be included in scope cf the evaluation P,F



7.8. LEAs should commit necessary_resources for the perlodk and
systematic training in personnel appraisal for all evaluators

7.9. all elements of the evaluation procedures used should_be subject to
periodic analysis; prindpals should be deeply engaged in these
assessments

The Nature and Use of Evaluation Instrurnotts
7.10. great care should be exercised to ensure that the_evaluation

instrument is compatible with the stated purposes of the evaluation;
six major fundions of the principalship; particularly the central
responsibility forinstructional maintenance and improvement,
shouldhe used as budding blocks for construction of the

instrument; performance criteria should be used to measure

Notn:

piF

objectives of evaluation; performance criteria, as well as_entire
instrument, should be designed to ensure that meaningful
differentiation of levels of performance_can be assessed and so that
individualized professional development plans (IPDPs) can be
readily implemented p

A Frequent organizational. abbreviations used
LEA local school systernii
C&U college and_ university

MSDE Maryland State DP.partment.of Education__.

MSBHE-7Maryland State Board for Higher Education

b Nature of major perceived implication

Pprogram mov:&cation(s) reqiiired to implement

Rregulatory modification(s) required to implemint
Fnew financial resources required to implement


